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 xi 

A field of wildf lowers, in the distance, f lickered in and out of my view, and I decided to walk 
toward it. Again, something caught my eye, the twinkle of glass in the bright sunlight, but just 
as quickly, it was gone.

Then, in a breath, I was standing before a room made of clear glass walls. Little spirit 
children were sitting at tables in the room, busily working on some kind of craft project that 
involved f lowers.

A young girl, who looked to be the oldest of all the little spirits, noticed me and smiled. 
Then inexplicably she picked up a f lower and threw it towards me, right through the glass, and 
it landed magically at my feet. As I bent down to pick up the f lower, the young girl, in an instant, 
was somehow standing before me. She took my hand in hers and morphed us through the glass 
wall and into the classroom.

As soon as I stepped inside the classroom, the glass walls darkened and resumed a look of 
normal walls. I understood then that this classroom was hidden from view again. The little girl 
promptly walked me across the room and sat me in a chair next to a male spirit.

I knew the young man was the children’s caregiver, and I found it a little amusing that a 
man would be given such a calling. Then, to my added surprise, the little girl took my hand with 
the f lower in it and placed it in the man’s hand. It seemed, to her, the most natural thing to do, 
but I didn’t know what to do or say.

“My name is Katie,” came her sweet little voice, “This is Matty. What’s your name?”
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Prologue
Finding Matty

I burrowed under the covers as a blanket of snow nestled on the 
dilapidated deck and took in the quiet peace that settled over the 
neighborhood after such a soft but steady snowfall. The antique 

laptop, propped against my legs like a taciturn toddler turned confi-
dante, was momentarily forgotten. 

I loved the Pacific Northwest’s ability to present the four seasons in 
such splendor and mild temperament. Nature had attempted to soothe 
me in my sad reverie, but I was spent and wanted to give up. I was pen-
niless, jobless and my health was deteriorating. I could literally feel the 
shadow of death knocking at my door as I doggedly penned my memoirs. 
I’d endured a long and painful life and was ready for release. 

But now I had a glimmer of hope. And his name was Matty. My 
memories of Matty were a revelation, for he loved me in a deep and 
abiding way that I’d never experienced here on Earth. It was a love 
that was so strong and binding — it was healing.

I remembered him fondly and missed him fiercely. We had been 
soulmates in Heaven. And if I was to live, I needed his love and healing 
touch. I said a heartfelt prayer that now was finally our time to be to-
gether again. “Dear Heavenly Father,” I prayed, “I have lived forty-two 
years without him. Please let that be enough. Please guide me to him and 
him to me.”

I decided to take a break from my writing, wrapped a blanket around 
me and ventured out into the living room. Kneeling on the cushion of 
the second-hand sofa, I nestled my arms on the top of the couch-back 
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and took in the one redeeming quality of my decaying home — the view 
of the Puget Sound out the large picture window. My world expanded as 
I watched the water lap toward the shore. Somewhere out there — beyond 
the walls of my duplex — was Matty. I just knew it. My memories of him 
were real, and they were the key. They flooded me once again — some 
painful, some sweet. “Reveal yourself to me, Matty,” I whispered as tears 
filled my eyes, “I need you.”
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1
Into The Fire

CHILDHOOD

F or all intents and purposes, I was the quintessential all-Amer-
ican girl. Like many children who were raised in the seventies, 
I drank powdered milk, played outside until just after dark, 

enjoyed slumber parties with my girlfriends and attended church every 
Sunday. I participated in a variety of church-sponsored activities, such as  
basketball, dances and community service — all of which were centered 
around my devout Christian upbringing. I even had a father who 
served as clergy and a house full of siblings to validate my existence as a 
living child  of God. 

After graduating high school, I attended a college run by my church 
along with several of my friends. I have fond memories of rosy-cheeked 
roommates proudly singing ‘O Canada!’ and of dorm brothers lining 
up to sample our famous French toast. Our free time was spent explor-
ing the campus, making new friends and trekking to the local eateries to 
order strawberry shortcake shakes and sopapillas. On the epic road trips 
home, Depeche Mode and Erasure would be blasting from the speakers. 
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It was a fun and busy time for me, with several interesting encoun-
ters that I now recognize as heavenly intervention. One in particular 
involved a stranger who approached me on campus for the sole purpose 
of guiding me to a series of books that would teach me about healing, 
forgiveness and centering my life on the Savior. I was being prepared 
for something more than the routine. A preparation that would save me 
when a pivotal moment would forever change my life and outlook, 
ending my carefree days of college in one fell swoop.  

PROPOSAL
For the time being, I was twenty-one years old, in my junior year of col-
lege and seeking divine guidance in regards to a marriage proposal I 
knew to be forthwith. Though personally conflicted over the efficacy of 
this union, I believed unquestionably in answers to prayers and had felt 
the hand of God nudging me towards this relationship. As I voiced my 
fears to my Father in Heaven, he asked me to pray again. In a beautiful 
and serene outdoor setting, I deliberated for hours. Finally, I again en-
treated, “I know you wish me to say, ‘Yes,’ to this proposal, but I cannot 
shake my concerns.” His answer came with a calming reassurance, “It 
will all turn out all right.”

That answer was unmistakable to my young and impressionable mind. 
Believing I had his stamp of approval, thus the roadmap to joy, I moved 
forward in faith. I had no true understanding of God’s ways at this time 
though. This scripture would come to gain new meaning for me: “For my 
thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith the 
Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher 
than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts,“ (Isaiah 55:8-9). 

Naïve and inexperienced to be sure, I found myself wholly unpre-
pared for the first night of my honeymoon. And though I’d felt com-
pelled to seek counseling for some issues I’d experienced in the norms 
of dating, believing they stemmed from my chaste and devout 
upbringing, I could never have fathomed the mental and emotional re-
action that would follow. A night that should have been remembered 
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as a loving union was stopped in its tracks by the memory of a man in 
a striped shirt looming above me. His heinous intent exploded in my 
mind like a living, breathing menace, and I slipped into shock. My hus-
band was gone, and in his place was this foul, loathsome creature who’d 
repeatedly and secretly abused me as a young girl. 

PTSD
That recollection would trigger a steady release of long-suppressed 
memories over the course of more than twenty years; my subconscious 
had protected my growing mind, separating my everyday life from the 
abusive episodes and storing away the pain of remembrance until I was 
old enough to process such events. As this dual reality unfolded, my 
world fell apart.

The mind block had been so real, so complete, and the memories 
revealing themselves to me — so vivid — it was like living through it all 
over again. In some ways it was even more terrifying and confusing be-
cause it came in zero chronological order, like puzzle pieces that I had 
no idea how to fit together. It was my own private hell and I wanted out 
every second of every day. 

My PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) was sudden and all en-
compassing. Equally profound to the mental and emotional anguish was 
the physical pain that accompanied the experience. I can’t describe in 
words how dreadful this remembrance and revelation was for me, but 
also for my husband. Out of the frying pan and into the fire we burned. 
We suffered. We persevered — for a time anyway. 

DEATH STREAM
I willed myself into non-existence. The combined body pain of muscle 
cramps, flu-like aches and electrical impulses, once onset by the trau-
ma, never left me and became unbearable. I sought medical and profes-
sional help but found little comfort or relief. Diet cola, cheese balls and 
snack cakes became my comfort food and thinking of suicide became my 
addiction.
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Unable to ground myself with what I’d seen and remembered, I 
found myself taking long, lonely walks, willing myself to step out in 
front of a fast-moving car or off the peak of a local mountain trail. I 
would even drive recklessly along a nearby canyon road, taking the sharp 
curves too fast, hoping I’d lose control and plummet to the bottom of 
the rocky gorge. 

I wanted to end the pain, to leave this life and all its horrors behind 
me. All I had known as a child was now a corruption. The abuse — no 
longer buried deep in my sub-conscious — was now front and center. I 
was damaged goods and hated taking a single breath.

Though desperate for release, I found I could not deliberately take 
my own life. If I succeeded, I feared I might be left to the Adversary’s 
devices or stuck in some kind of death stream limbo, desperately hoping 
for salvation. If I failed, I feared God’s disapproval, believing he’d pun-
ish me for disobeying the law of life. Perhaps he would leave me para-
lyzed, severely damaged or unable to care for myself. Despite my pain, I 
knew that enduring the agony of my PTSD as a whole person was much 
better than enduring it as a broken one. 

But what truly stayed my hand was the fact that I was pregnant with 
my first son. Thoughts of him kept my feet on the curb, my body on the 
summit and my car from the cliff. I felt I had a right to take my own life 
but certainly not his. And so I struggled through one day, then another, 
and another.

THIN LINE
Despite my efforts through the years, I would continue to struggle with 
thoughts of suicide. It offered the only hope of relief I could find from the 
never-ending emotional, mental and physical pain. I walked a thin line 
every day wondering if I’d ever follow through. I thought of the abuse 
every moment, and to escape those ugly thoughts, I considered ways to 
leave them behind.

I thought I’d never be free of that cycle of pain and escape, until one 
day I realized that thoughts of suicide made me vulnerable to unclean 
spirits who savored my desperate energy. The desire to be free of such  
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weights and influences led me to a life-long struggle to change my 
mantra from, “I wish I was dead,” to, “I wish life was easier.” 

I would eventually be led to two specialty counselors that would truly 
make a difference in my recovery. But some of the counselors, especially 
the earlier ones I sought help from, didn’t know how to handle the ex-
treme nature of my trauma. In some cases, all they could do was sit and 
listen to me talk as I would tell them what I remembered. 

And for years, all I could focus on was the abuse; it was the loudest 
and most immediate need. Especially since I found that my emerging 
memories were not limited to a singular event or person, as though I had 
been a magnet to depravity. After years of intensive counseling, 
however, the fog of PTSD started to lift, and the profound spiritual 
experiences, even near-death experiences (NDEs), that I’d 
encountered during the abusive episodes finally got my attention. 

The earliest NDE occurred at my grandma’s house at four-months 
old. It was the spring of 1969. It may seem unusual that I was able to re-
member an event from such a young perspective. But as I left my body, 
I was granted the experience of viewing the encounter as an adult spirit 
and given a directive from an angel to remember and see all the neces-
sary events in my life — past, present and future — that would allow me to 
piece together my mission. It was, in simple terms, a life review. And the 
memories from this life review stayed stored inside me until I was ready 
to uncover them as an adult.
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GRANDMA’S HOUSE

T he car accident was severe. Grandmother would never be the 
same again. My mom and dad had three children, with me their 
youngest at the time. To care for her injured mother on the 

Pacific Coast, my mom made arrangements with friends in our Midwest 
town to care for my sister, age six and my brother, age two. 

Mom wanted to take me with her to her mother’s house, but family 
and friends convinced her it was a bad idea, that it would be too stress-
ful for her to take care of her mother and a newborn at the same time. 
Not feeling right about it but believing it was her only option, Mom 
decided to have me stay with Dad’s mom in her Southwest home — my 
grandma.

Grandma always made me feel like I was her favorite granddaughter. 
I think she had a way of making all her grandkids feel special, but I al-
ways wondered if we had some kind of special bond between us because 
she took care of me at such a young age. If I recall, she might have even 
said as much during one of our conversations when I was older.
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INTERLOPER
My four-month old memory started as a man, whom I will refer to as 
‘Tracey,’ was carrying me downstairs into the basement. It is my opinion 
that my grandma most likely put me down for a nap and then decided to 
rest for a bit, as all caretakers and mothers do from time to time as their 
children sleep safely in their home. She had every right to feel safe in 
doing so. Tracey, whom we had every reason to trust, secretly and qui-
etly took advantage of the situation. I believe he entered the room I was 
sleeping in and took me without permission. He carried me easily down 
the stairs in my baby carrier and set me on some sort of table or counter. 
Then, a few minutes later, he let a big man I did not recognize into the 
basement through a back door. The big man removed me from the car-
rier and laid me on a flat surface.

Next thing I knew, I was out of my body and above him at ceiling 
height, looking down at how the big man continued to hurt me. I turned 
away and looked off to my left. Surrounding me was a see-through 
tunnel and far into the distance was a light. I knew it was the way to 
Heaven, so I decided to approach it. I took one last look at my infant 
body and knew I couldn’t return.

As I turned toward Heaven, I heard a soft angelic voice and felt a 
light touch on my shoulder. The word spoken directly to my mind by the 
voice was a gentle command. He simply said, “Remember.”

In lightning quick flashes of memory, I was shown my life’s work 
— both physical and spiritual — and was given an understanding of the 
importance of my mission. It was also revealed to me that these acts of 
malice would continue throughout my childhood, but I was to rise above 
them, break the chain of abuse and fulfill my mission.

Frightened, but determined to follow Father’s plan for me, I started 
heading back to my body. But the alabaster-robed angel stopped me. He 
transferred a thought directive for me to wait for the man to be done 
before I returned. He also reassured me that there would be no lasting 
physical effects from the damage being done to my body.

I looked around and saw Tracey sitting in an armchair. He looked 
nervous and detached at the same time. I got the distinct impression that 
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he was being coerced into facilitating this perpetration. Tracey looked 
like he just wanted it all to be over, but I felt no empathy or sorrow from 
him for what the big man was doing to me. He seemed more worried 
about getting caught and frustrated that they'd cornered him somehow.

When the big man finished and left, I journeyed back to my body, 
unaware of the experience until my subconscious revealed it many years 
later as an adult. Tracey never even looked at me as he put me in the 
carrier and took me back upstairs. 

FORGIVENESS
Both my grandma and Tracey have since passed away. And in recent years 
I’ve had interaction with both of them from the other side of the veil, 
more specifically from Heaven. The NDEs I’d endured had blurred the 
lines between the physical and spiritual realms, and I had many 
experiences as a result. 

Alone at home, the first interaction started as a clear-cut scene of 
Tracey struggling in Heaven opened up to my spiritual eyes and inner 
senses. He seemed not only in pain, but also in need of help. As you 
can imagine, I still had a lot of fear toward Tracey. I had worked hard 
to forgive him, though. And since I could feel his desire to atone for the 
harm he’d bestowed upon me, I listened. He expressed his remorse to 
me directly and offered his support for my mission. His sincerity 
touched me, and I wished him well, believing I had fully forgiven him.
    My deceased grandma, who'd witnessed this exchange, asked God if 
she could help Tracey achieve his goal to reconcile his past and make 
amends. My grandpa, deceased long before I was born and also 
a witness, asked to aid my grandma in this endeavor, for he loved 
and respected her and her wishes. Their requests were granted. As 
they conferenced about Tracey’s next step in his recovery, the heavenly 
scene closed, and I went about my business. 

Months later, I again became aware of Tracey on the other side of the 
veil, and he was in agony. I said to Father, “I see this. I am aware. But 
what does it have to do with me? I have already forgiven him.”
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I heard then, from one of my guardian angels whose name was 
Asher, “Have you? How would you feel if he was in the same vicinity of 
Heaven as you?”

As I thought on his words, I came to understand that forgiveness, 
especially the hard to attain kind, could only be mastered in layers. I 
had wished him well but also wished never to see him again.

Asher then said, “Father is about truth. And the only way you’d 
be in the same vicinity of Heaven as Tracey was if he had atoned and 
truly belonged there. Who are you to hope, or even believe, that his 
reward and thus proximity could only be far from you?”

To be honest, Asher’s admonition scared me, as did Tracey. But 
Father had been slowly teaching me about fear, how it binds and blinds. 
I asked myself, “Do I believe Father is about truth?” I concluded that my answer 
was indeed, “Yes.”

I then focused my attention towards Tracey and said, “I wish for 
you the highest reward in Heaven.” Instantly, his agony departed. 
Later, I would take myself through a similar forgiveness process with all 
those who’d harmed me. Though it was very difficult, I knew it was 
right, and it brought me a great deal of peace. The work also allowed me 
to focus on my present and future instead of my past.

My second NDE, where the perpetration of the man in the 
striped shirt came to play, would forever change my outlook on 
life and death.
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Flower-Snatchers

SPRING

O ur suburban town, in 1975, was known for being one of the saf-
est in America. We lived in a comfortable but crowded home in a 
middle-class neighborhood, having added two more boys to our 

growing family. My mother loved barbershop quartets and hoped that 
our family numbers would reflect such a possibility. She would get her 
wish and then some, as two more boys would round out our family tree. 

My older brother and I spent most of our free time playing outside. We 
would play foursquare, hide-and-seek, freeze-tag, jacks and anything else we 
could come up with. At times, we would play with neighbor kids and explore 
up and down our street or ride our bikes around the neighborhood loop.

On one particular day, I had made plans to go to my friend’s house after 
school. After the short walk to her home, we sat and drank lemonade in her 
kitchen. As we sipped our sweet, icy-cold drinks, my friend’s mom came in and 
said that my dad had just called. There was a family emergency, and I had to get 
home right away. I would come to understand later that it was not my dad who 
had called. But my friend’s mom had no way of knowing that; they’d never met.
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TAKEN
Without a second thought, I set my beverage on the counter, thanked my 
friend’s mom and said goodbye. The walk home was pleasant. My young 
kindergarten mind did not comprehend the word ‘emergency,’ only 
that I needed to go home. As I walked along the sidewalk, hyper-
aware of my surroundings, puffy clouds shimmered like sentinels in 
the azure sky, emerald leaves twinkled in the blossoming trees, and 
varied flowers — planted and wild — dotted the yards with their vibrant 
jewel tones. Everything around me seemed to shine with a lovely 
radiance as I experienced all of this in a déjà vu, slow motion time warp.

As an adult, I'd perplexed family and friends because I never 
liked getting flowers. It was not just that flowers reminded me of 
springtime or even of this particular day, for untarnished flowers 
are fresh, beautiful and pure. It was simply that — though like all 
physical things, flowers eventually die — they die all the more 
quickly when ripped from their roots and taken indoors away from 
the sunlight, rain and earth. I preferred flowers in their 
natural setting. I especially loved wildflowers. As for dried flowers 
— they’re brittle and lifeless, and the rancid smell of dead rotting 
flowers is disgusting.

In the moment, I wanted to say, “Please, flower-snatcher, don’t take 
me. I don’t want to die!” But it all happened so fast. Out of fear or 
instinct maybe, I seemed to have lost my voice. One second, I was 
walking along the sidewalk, on my way home, feeling the light breeze, 
smelling the freshness of springtime and enjoying my 
surroundings. And the next second, I was taken, by car, to a house in the 
neighborhood.
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One-Hundred

SEPARATION

I experienced many NDEs when taken to this house, a ritual that 
went on for years, completely and wholly undetected. The first 
time I remember leaving my body in this manner, I could see the 

snatchers as my spirit rose up and out of my body. I turned my back to 
the men and rose up toward the ceiling, getting as far away from them 
and their nefarious efforts as I could.

I found myself once again, as I did at my four-month NDE, in a see-
through tunnel. And off in the distance, towards the light, was a male 
angel, guarding the way to Heaven like a celestial sentry. Though still 
possessing my free will, I could sense the message loud and clear — that 
was not what God wanted; he did not want me to come home; my mis-
sion was not yet complete. But I had no scope of understanding for my 
mission at this time. I would only piece it all together years later. At the 
time, I was just a child trying to survive. And though I wanted to be a 
good girl, I didn’t think I could take being hurt any longer. So I decided 
to go toward the light. 
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SANCTUARY
I was in Heaven. All was bright, in shades of iridescent white. I stood in 
some kind of processing area that resembled a large and open waiting 
room. Desks and chairs were organized neatly throughout. But some-
thing was wrong; there was no one there to greet me. To me, it felt as if 
all of Heaven was empty, abandoned even.

I was being sent a message. But before I could even consider my next 
move, two adult masculine angels, complete with formidable wings, were 
standing on either side of me. Their dress was shades of beige, like that 
of a Greek guard but with no armor or weapons. They stared forward 
and refused to look at me — like soldiers who’d hardened themselves 
because they'd been asked to carry out an order they knew was cruel. 
And without a word, they lifted me up and escorted me out of Heaven. 
I literally felt the sensation of being thrown back to Earth, back to my 
body and the snatchers. Hurt and devastated, I heard the message loud 
and clear, “You cannot forsake your purpose by seeking sanctuary.”

DO NOT ENTER
I’ve had no choice but to accept the tough love displayed to me that day; 
it was the ultimate rejection though. I was an innocent child who needed 
help, and I was thrown out like trash. I just wanted to go to my heavenly 
home — to be safe, healed and protected. I’ve had to conclude that it was 
essential that I, in my seven-year-old mind, understood that Heaven 
wasn’t an option for me at that time, no matter how bad it got, no matter 
how many times their malevolent actions separated my spirit from my 
body. It was important that I knew there was no escape, at least not one 
God approved of anyway. It was like there was a Do Not Enter sign flashing 
above the way to Heaven. I never did, in my many NDEs, go back towards 
the light. I couldn’t handle the rebuff of being thrown out again. 

And though a deeply scarring moment, it calloused me and gave me a 
strong determination to endure and persevere. Even at that young age, I 
wanted to be worthy to walk with Father, to serve him and his will. I had 
to find the strength to tough it out, and through some miracle, that’s 
exactly what I did.
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The snatchers real and acted upon threats — to harm family and 
friends, if I told — kept me silent, as did my subconscious’ ability to keep 
the abuse hidden from my daily life. It was easier for them to achieve 
such an ongoing perpetration than you might think. Life was different 
back then. My family had every reason to believe that I was safely play-
ing in our neighborhood each time I was forced back to that house. A lot 
of damage can be done in a very short amount of time. And each time I 
returned home, all would be stored away and suppressed, waiting for a 
time when I was mature enough to process it. Fortunately, in today’s so-
ciety we are slightly more educated about the evils of the world in regards 
to children. It’s a sad truth of Earth-life.

LIBERATED
Finally, some years later, having returned to my body after another forced 
NDE episode, I awakened to find an angel standing next to me. I knew, 
immediately, that it was my maternal grandfather and was certain he'd 
healed me many times while at this house, for I never returned to my 
body with the previously sustained injuries intact. Grandfather had died 
when I was a toddler, yet I'd always loved the many wonderful stories my 
mom and sister would tell me about him, with his beautiful singing 
voice, his kind heart and his friendly demeanor. I truly felt as if I 
knew him. And I could feel his love, compassion and sorrow for me.

Suddenly, an incredible force of strength and indignation began 
to well up inside of Grandfather like a huge ball of light. And when it 
reached its full potential, he blasted the snatchers with such force that 
they were pinned against the wall. Then, Grandfather said, “It is fin-
ished! If you ever come anywhere near my granddaughter again, God 
will punish you unto death.”

They fell to the ground unconscious, and I stood there dumbfound-
ed, not knowing what to do. So my grandfather, very gently, guided me 
out and away from that house of ill repute and said, “It’s time to go and 
never come back.”
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I was in shock, so Grandfather walked me most of the way 
home. Then, he was simply, gone. Completely numb, I 
found myself on someone’s front lawn, not knowing how or 
why I was there. I sat and wept for a long time as the 
sprinklers hummed their way back and forth, spraying me; it was 
like healing rain. And as my tears blended with the beads of 
water on my face, I felt a cleansing peace fill my mind and spirit.

Eventually, I made it home. As soon as I walked through the front 
door, I forgot everything. Either buried in my subconscious or anoth-
er of Father’s veils, it saved me from those awful memories, for a time 
anyway.

SCENARIO
It is my belief that the snatchers’ purpose – fueled by the Adversary and 
by their own personal need for debauchery — had been, in essence, to 
keep me from my mission. Their continuous attempts to ensure this by 
the most physical means possible kept being thwarted by my in-access to 
Heaven, Grandfather’s healings and my returns to my body. 

Finally, relegated to simply breaking my spirit, their hope — for they 
were never silent about their plans or demands – had been that when 
they were done with me, I would choose, some day, to commit suicide. A 
very likely scenario after what I’d endured.

And though I have my full faculties in remembrance of this time, 
this is all I can or will say on the subject. For I have learned through ex-
perience that nothing good comes from sharing the particulars. Only in 
leaving such things in the past, may I endeavor to walk in the light.
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Angels

POW

A t age twenty-three, in the midst of my ongoing recovery, I moved 
with my husband and firstborn son to the Pacific Northwest. 
Not long after, I happened across a free clinic set up by a lead-

ing specialist in her field. She had been instituting these clinics across the 
nation to help those suffering from PTSD and to document what she had 
learned. She had a full team, and I received a complete work-up: a physi-
cal, medical history, questionnaires, massage, acupuncture, counseling 
and a diagnostic consultation with her at the end. She encouraged me to 
give myself the time I needed to heal and revealed that I was her only abuse 
client whose experience and resulting PTSD symptoms resembled that of 
her prisoner-of-war patients. She would not be the last professional to 
suggest this. I had always felt alone in my struggle. Now at least I had a clue 
as to why.
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LIFE REVIEW
From my late twenties to my late thirties, we lived in an eclectic subur-
ban town that I really fell in love with where my second son was born. 
The town was near the Puget Sound and had sandy beaches and beautiful 
parks with awesome wading pools. I have wonderful memories of playing 
with my sweet boys on daily excursions and socializing with friends on 
weekly play dates, mostly outdoors, weather permitting.

At the age of thirty, while living in this suburb, my dad passed away 
unexpectedly. Dad had been a wise and good patriarch to our family. 
And my parents had raised us to be responsible, God-fearing and kind. 
I was certainly grateful for the attributes they'd imparted, but I didn’t 
really get to know Dad’s true nature until after he’d passed away.

It wasn’t long after Dad died that he came to visit me. I could see him 
in my peripheral and spiritual vision as I drove home from a particularly 
long counseling session; I pulled over to the side of the road to give him 
my full attention. 

I was touched at this encounter and felt the sincerity of his intent 
and the gravity of his purpose. He wanted to show me a portion of his life 
review and subsequent self-exploration. I could literally feel the cycle of 
pain and remorse he’d experienced as he realized how deeply his short-
comings had affected his children. He shared with me his concern for 
my siblings’ well-being and expressed the love he had for them and my 
mother. 

Also, having been shown some of what the snatchers had done to me, 
Dad felt responsible for missing my silent cues and wished he could have 
stopped it. He regretted the all too common human condition of living 
so exclusively within our own hardships, that we fail to see the plights of 
others, even those closest to us. Despite his misgivings, I could feel that 
his progress had been honorable and profound. Awed at this resolution 
process he shared with me, I easily forgave him — since he seemed to be 
requesting it of me. 
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His visit reaffirmed to me how interconnected we all are. If we don’t 
forgive those who’ve harmed or neglected us and do the hard work re-
quired to heal, we may hamper their progression in the afterlife — like my 
experience with Tracey. Maybe we feel our offenders have a right to suf-
fer. On the other hand, holding back our forgiveness binds us as well — 
to anger, unfairness, depression and the past.

One Sunday, during my early years of college, a clergyman 
issued a congregational challenge. He asked us to reconcile our pasts by 
making amends to those we’d trespassed against and by forgiving all 
whom we’d perceived as harming us. Again, I was being directed on a 
path that would aid me in my forgiveness process. 

I took this challenge, to wipe my slate clean, wholly seriously. I searched 
for people from my past, wrote letters, sent emails, spoke on the phone, 
had face-to-face encounters, did a lot of soul-searching and took the prop-
er steps to face my mistakes. I learned a lot about myself as I completed this 
task and found I regretted things I’d previously believed I was justified in 
doing. The freedom I felt as I harmonized my life was liberating.

Dad’s visit taught me that life review is a state of being we ascend to 
after death as we overcome as many issues and flaws that we are at all 
capable of resolving and willing to let go of. We can only truly serve 
God when we are free of all personal agendas and weaknesses. This 
purifying fire is harder than it sounds, and the process of spiritual 
maturity continues in the afterlife.

As a beloved guardian angel, Dad has continued to aid me 
in my journey, and his promise of protection for my children freed 
my mind of an embedded fear, allowing me to move forward in my 
recovery.

BEQUEST
While living in this eclectic suburb, we grew very close to another 
family from church. The Dad of this young family, ‘Elias,’ loved 
life and exuded an ease and confidence that made him popular at 
work, church, among friends and most endearingly with our 
collective children.
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Elias loved movies, basketball, the outdoors and, most of all, his 
family. The greatest lesson he taught me was that you could be a good and 
honorable person who served others and still have fun doing it.

Elias and his beloved wife had five beautiful children, and they were 
like family. We did everything together: birthdays, holidays, Sunday 
dinners, family dates and even lazy days. 

I experienced profound healing during the wonderful summers we 
spent with Elias and his family at their vacation home on a clear-blue 
lake in the Pacific Northwest. They were a great joy to us  through some 
very difficult times. 

But that joy was short lived. Elias passed away at the age of thirty 
from an undiagnosed heart condition. We were all heart-broken and in 
shock. Friends, co-workers, members of our congregation and even 
our community-at-large were all devastated at his sudden and 
unexpected passing. But none more so than his own dear family, who 
grieved the loss of a loving husband and father. All of us rallied 
around Elias’ wife and children as best we could. 

I loved their children like they were my own, and their newborn 
daughter was no exception. She had been born early. But that had turned 
out to be an unknown blessing at the time because Elias was given pre-
cious weeks to spend with her before his death.

As we mourned his loss and prepared for the funeral, Elias’ depart-
ed spirit visited me with a specific request. He asked me to write — as he 
dictated — letters: one for his wife and one for each of his children. I 
felt honored to be a conduit of such love and devotion as 
tender family moments, I had not been privy to, spilled upon 
each page. Elias asked for the letters to be read and then 
presented at the funeral, along with a special token of love and 
affection — a gift of significance, we were to acquire, for each of them.

That was a profound spiritual experience for me and the most 
heartfelt funeral I have ever been a part of. Elias, as a devoted guardian 
angel, has helped me many times since then and has also helped those 
I love.
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SOULMATE
At age thirty-five, about a year after Elias’ death, his wife and 
children moved cross-country to start a new life. Not long after, I 
moved with my husband and sons to another coastal suburb of the 
Pacific Northwest. A few years later, after twenty-one years of 
persevering, my husband and I separated.

At forty-two, I found myself single, once again, and sharing custody 
of my youngest son. The recent divorce had left me without any assets 
to speak of, and my declining health had left me without an income. If 
not for my mom, I would have been destitute. My sweet and 
awesome mother — she always loved me and never judged me. Because 
of her, I survived. She was my angel here on Earth.

The traumas my body had endured had taken its toll. And one of 
many serious health issues had damaged my heart enough to need a 
pacemaker; I was waiting for the results from my second portable heart 
monitor before moving forward. I was in bed most of the time and so 
weak that I literally had to crawl up and down the stairs of my duplex to 
get around.

I had been having memories of my soulmate, Matty. I knew that they 
were memories from a time before Earth. This was where the angel’s 
directive to ‘Remember,’ came to play. He had tasked me to remember 
parts of my transcendental life; memories kept hidden in my subcon-
scious until the trigger, remembering Matty, occurred. Looking back 
now, beyond a shadow of a doubt, I never could have understood or be-
lieved in my mission without these pre-physical memories of my tran-
scendental history.

What helped convince me of that truth was the deep and abiding 
love Matty and I shared. These transcendental memories had revealed 
to me a love that was so binding, it was healing. And what existed 
between the two of us was one of a kind.

I knew of nothing on Earth to compare our love to except the un-
conditional love I had for my children. Nothing on Earth had led me 
to believe that that kind of love existed between a man and a woman, a 
husband and wife. I witnessed it in part between Elias and his sweet wife, 
but I’d never experienced it myself.
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Remembering Matty changed everything for me. Believing him to 
be on Earth, with the power to heal me mind, body and spirit, I was 
finally able to see a light at the end of the tunnel. 

Unsure of 'Matty’s’ circumstances or whereabouts, I had no idea 
how to find him. And since physical genetics play a role in 
defining our looks here on Earth, I didn’t even necessarily have a 
way to recognize him. Especially since I believed him to be middle 
aged like myself, not a sinewy young lad like I remembered him. I just 
had to have faith that I would know him when I saw him.

At every event, around every corner, with every clue, my tedious 
search for Matty came to no avail. Frustrated at this cycle of 
misdirected hopes followed by dashed dreams, I concluded that Matty 
would come into my life exactly and only when God wanted him to and 
not a second sooner. 

DOWNLOAD
As the memories of my life before Earth continued to flow, my human 
mind was overwhelmed with new information, unexpected revelations 
and harsh heavenly realities. I almost broke under the pressure of this 
immense download. 

In the process, I would be led to a shocking discovery. Not only did 
I remember a spiritual preparation phase for Earth, I also remembered 
a preparation phase for another world, one called Leura. As I struggled 
to reconcile my prior beliefs of Heaven with my actual memories of 
it, I briefly wondered if I was losing my mind. But deep down, where the 
knowledge of all truth lies, I knew that what I was remembering 
felt genuine and worthwhile. And though certainly not absolute, and 
I’m sure at times, even, symbolic, the memories had a fluid, 
lived-in feel to them, just as my memories from Earth did, maybe 
even more so.
    Needing to organize all the sensory input, I started recording, as 
best I could, the memories that flowed into my mind like a waking 
dream. This was an exceptional gift, for the download revealed not just 
memories of a past I’d forgotten but also specific pre-physical 
memories of others who were relevant to my life and mission.   
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These memories of others came to me in a very real first-person 
perspective format. I had the unique viewpoint of literally walking in 
someone else’s shoes. A tad disconcerting, yet highly enlightening, this 
ability aided me in piecing together my story from its genesis — at least as 
far back as I was allowed to remember. 

My first clue would come in the form of a man named Petrolis — a 
wise and noble spirit, with the looks and demeanor of a distinguished 
professor. The download of his celestial perspective would afford me 
key points that would set the stage for understanding the ins and outs of 
my transcendental life. A history that included a Versal council, a Scale 
of Truth and an enchanted shawl. I certainly was not in Kansas anymore.
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PETROLIS

P etrolis’ customary appreciation for the architectural beauty 
that surrounded him vanished in tandem with each echo of 
his sandaled feet. The exquisite stone columns, delicately 

carved with meticulous precision, depicting the history of their be-
loved worlds, and the long ivory table that stood before thrones of 
unmatched beauty were overshadowed by the uniqueness of this day.

A palpable sense of foreboding permeated the chamber as Petrolis 
greeted his fellow guardians. The council had known for some time 
that change was coming, needed even, and it weighed heavily upon 
their minds.

The council’s dilemma was of a particular imbalance of 
the Universal Scale of Truth — a scale whose balance 
represented justice and mercy on one side and sorrow and 
pain on the other. The scale’s beam had been leaning, 
perilously, towards the latter. And if this particular imbalance  
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remained, the Universe would be deprived of the harmony and light 
it desired for peace.

Petrolis was sure the Universe had revealed their part and parcel 
to govern in a dream. His peers listened intently as he laid out the 
precarious details of the behest.

“My dearest Gatekeepers of Divinity, in my dream the scale rep-
resenting balance called out to me in grief. She shared with me her 
sorrow and revealed to me a girl, a child really, whose mission is to 
garner a portion of balance for the beam. She is Chasya, of the 
Anelas, the last born for the world Leura. And the one who can 
best accomplish the difficult task ahead.

“Three key assaults, perpetrated by Dark Ones, will ensue. The 
first incident will mark the beginning of the sacrificial conditioning 
that will set her path in motion. 

“The second incident will leave Chasya too weak to be born on 
Leura. Thus, Chasya and her mate, Calell, will be adopted into the 
Human race and placed into Earth’s Preliminary Phase; for this task 
can only be accomplished together.” 

The council, viewing the dream in a half moon hologram atop 
the table as Petrolis revealed it in words, then understood the 
gravity inherent in why Chasya and Calell looked more Human 
than Anela; the Verse was offering them a tangible manifestation of 
truth.

“Earth’s Preliminary Phase,” Petrolis continued, “is where the 
third incident will occur.” The council witnessed that no 
intervention would be allowed to abate this third assault. 

“Provisions will be made though,” said Petrolis, “for Chasya — 
known then as Tahlia — to make it down to Earth. Where Dark 
Ones, the source of the imbalance, will once again be put in her path 
to oppress her in unimaginable ways.”

As Petrolis’ peers discussed what they had seen and heard so far, 
they expressed concern over reigning down so much pain and 
suffering upon one child. And though the law of opposition required 
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that unimaginable odds be overcome, they wondered if the 
hardships could somehow be dispensed in a more merciful manner.

While his innate clemency wholeheartedly agreed, having no in-
formation in regards to such a proposition, Petrolis continued un-
daunted, “An unseen burden,” Petrolis explained, “will be added 
upon Chasya, and only with the help of Calell will she be able to lift 
its clandestine purpose.”

He spoke of the shawl the scale had showed him in the dream. As 
the details unfolded before them, he explained how it was to be made, 
but more importantly that it would be the source, more specifically 
the carrier and amplifier of the burden.

“It will be made of pure white flowers,” Petrolis explained, “soft 
and light to the touch, and it will look nothing like the purpose for 
which it is designed. When adorned it will be invisible to sight and 
perception.”

Petrolis continued to explain that the flowers of the shawl were 
designed specifically to absorb Chasya’s essence. “The effect,” he 
continued, “will draw evil to her and cause Dark Ones to have an 
insatiable desire to hurt her — even to her death.

“For the shawl to be removed and the burden lifted, at the 
appointed time on Earth, Chasya will have to learn of it on 
her own and do so with very little information to go on.

“Chasya will be given memories of the shawl and other 
important aspects of her mission, but the memories will not be 
released to her until she reaches her forty-second year of physical 
life on Earth and only if she has found a way to forgive all those who 
have trespassed against her. If she can accomplish this and all else 
that is set before her, then her veil will thin, she will remember, 
and her path to balance will be realized.”

The council sat back in their royal chairs absorbing all they had 
seen and heard. Whether Chasya, even with the help of Calell, would 
be able to lift the burden and complete the mission was invisible 
to them, but they trusted Petrolis’ vision and believed in the plan.  
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With Petrolis’ final words, the council unanimously agreed, 
and the plan was set in motion. They were satisfied the Universe had 
made its choice. 

••

NAMES
In these transcendental memories, names came to me in several different manners: Some 
felt as though I’d remembered them correctly. Others felt like a close facsimile. And A few 
felt like a place marker on a person whose celestial name I was not to remember. 

PRELIMINARY PHASE
The beginning point of my personal transcendental memories started at a time well before 
Earth. I have since come to understand that each of God’s worlds has a spiritual preliminary 
phase in which souls are taken through a particular cycle of growth and progression - in 
some regards quite similar to our physical lives on Earth, where we experience childhoods, 
personal missions, choices and consequences. As for this particular period of time, that being 
before Earth’s Preliminary Phase, I was in Leura’s Preliminary Phase. It was then that the first 
of the three key assaults occurred against me.

While experiencing Leura’s Preliminary Phase, Calell and I were Anela spirit beings. 
In simple terms, Anela is to Human as Leura is to Earth. Anelas were humanoid in every way, 
except for the addition of wings. Anela folk were not angels but a unique and beautiful species of 
people who looked and felt somewhat like Polynesians, both in temperament and traditions.
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SMALL ONE

I could feel my sister, Kataha, watching me from the shadows of 
our bedchamber. She thought I was asleep, and I wanted her to 
keep thinking that, so I remained quiet and still in my bed; I just 

wanted her to leave. Kataha scared me - with her penetrating eyes and 
cloak of raven hair. I could feel her glare boring imaginary holes in my 
favorite flower girl dress, trying to get at my secrets. But I didn’t have 
any to give. How could she hate me when I hadn’t done anything to her?

I’d slept in the bedchamber for a fortnight, having moved there af-
ter turning five. Before the move, Heavenly Mother had come to me in 
the nursery and said, “Chasya, it is time to leave the nursery and sleep 
in your own bedchamber with Kataha.” I didn’t want to go to the 
bedchamber, but being five years old meant it was time for me to leave 
the nursery. I loved Mother and always did what she asked me to do. I 
wanted to please her and Father.

I really missed Calell. Two years earlier, when he and Quin had 
turned five, they too had graduated nursery, and I'd felt sad and alone. 
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 The three of us had grown up together and we'd been thick as thieves.
Calell and Quin had come to visit me every day, to talk with me about 

their adventures outside the nursery, but it wasn’t enough; I wanted to be 
with them all the time. I hadn’t seen Calell since before arriving at the 
bedchamber. And I wondered if he even knew that I’d been moved or 
where I was.

I was so lonely without their daily visits, and I didn’t know what to do 
with my time. Sometimes, I explored outside the bedchamber, splash-
ing in the warm sea and playing in the soft sand. Then, I would sit on the 
beach and gaze at the distant horizon or roam through a grove of nearby 
fruit trees. Occasionally, I would even climb the trees. But with no 
one to play with, I would usually end up back in the domed 
bedchamber, lying low inside my stately cocooned bed enclosure.

Kataha was gone a lot, spending all her time with Lancer. She'd 
tell me stories about how gentle and kind he was and how much he loved 
her. Kataha would also talk about wanting to be paired with Lancer, that 
it was hard for them to wait.

More recently, Kataha had said to me that now that they were 
sixteen, the age of pairing, she would leave, and I would be left alone. 
And when she'd said, “You better get used to it. You’re the last of 
the Small Ones.” — I didn’t know what she'd meant. Calell and 
Quin were small, like me — like Kataha and Lancer — so I shouldn’t 
be the only one left. Maybe she'd just meant that I was the 
youngest, but I wondered if she knew something I didn’t.

One day Kataha had returned from a counsel with Father, and she 
was even more agitated than usual. When I saw how angry she was, I 
asked her what was wrong, but she said that she didn’t want to talk about 
it. I'd wondered if her anger had anything to do with all the times she'd 
snuck out to be with Lancer, only to return late into the night.
   Kataha’s talk of the Dark Ones made me nervous. The Dark 
Ones were those sent to the Shadowlands for rebellion. They were 
charged with sedition, and Kataha seemed fascinated by their ways. I 
wanted nothing to do with the Dark Ones, and it made me feel sick 
inside whenever she mentioned them.  
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I began to wonder if Kataha and Lancer were traveling to the 
Shadowlands during their nightly excursions. She seemed to know so 
much about them. Maybe Father had chastised her and admonished her 
to change; others had been cast aside for similar acts. I wondered what 
would become of Kataha and Lancer if Father passed judgment on them 
for their rebellion.

One evening in our bedchamber, Kataha had started going on and 
on about how I was the only Small One with wings. Ranting about the 
unfairness, she cried, “Why does Father punish me so? Why don’t I have 
wings?” She then started cursing angrily and shouted that she would 
never be desirable to any winged male because she was cursed to be a 
wingless Small One. I didn’t understand her anger because I thought she 
wanted to be with Lancer. He was small and wingless like her.

Then Kataha turned her anger toward me and said, “I overheard 
Father and Mother talking about your essence. They said that they need-
ed to protect it before something bad happens to you. What makes you so 
special that you need protection, ivory sister?”

I shrugged and wondered what she meant by essence. Her look scared 
me. I didn’t want anything bad to happen, and I wished Calell was 
around to protect me. Kataha’s anger did make me wonder why Calell 
and I had such fair hair and skin. Whereas Kataha, Quin and the rest of 
our Anela kin had more of a golden tone to their skin, and their hair was 
much darker than Calell’s and mine. Calell and I were different, and I 
didn’t understand why.

Earlier, before feigning sleep in my bed, Kataha, hovering like a 
bird seeking prey, paused to give me a crooked smile. Then she tilted 
her head, regarding me, and said, “I think I’ll bring Lancer to our bed-
chamber tonight. And if you are lucky,” she added with sarcasm, “he 
might just like you too.”

But I didn’t want Lancer to like me; I just wanted Kataha to leave 
and Calell to visit me. I’d responded by crawling in bed, hoping sleep 
would overtake me and that Kataha would find me dull enough to keep 
Lancer away from here. 
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     Finally Kataha stopped watching me and left the bedchamber. I was 
so relieved when she left and fell into a restless sleep. I dreamt that Calell 
had found me and protected me from Kataha and Lancer.

Later that night I was startled awake. Before I could respond a hand 
firmly covered my mouth and nose. Petrified, I looked up and saw 
Kataha and a shadowy figure lurking just behind her. I knew it must be 
Lancer and saw the night-lights reflecting off a sharp metal object turn-
ing lazily in his hand.

RESCUED
Wishing for death and knowing it was close, I felt a presence, and then 
a relief of pressure; I opened my eyes just in time to see Lancer and 
Kataha tossed away from me like rag dolls. The red-faced, heaving man 
standing before me looked like an older version of Lancer. I wondered 
if he was Lancer’s father, the High Priest. Kataha had mentioned him, 
but I had never seen him before. I watched as he grabbed them both and 
dragged them from the bedchamber. I heard him yell, “You will stand 
before Father and be judged for this heinous act!”

He'd just left me there, alone, to endure my broken misery. I had 
never felt so naked and exposed as I did at that moment. Cold and 
distraught, my body shaking from the trauma, I managed to crawl over 
to another bed. I wrapped myself in a blanket and wept. The pain 
was unbearable. But then, as shock settled in, I started to go numb.

I didn’t know how much time had passed, but I opened my eyes 
and saw Mother. She was standing near the open entryway talking to 
Calell. They were saying something about putting me into a deep, 
healing sleep.

They noticed that I was awake, and Calell came over to me and lay 
down next to me. He held me close, and just hearing his voice calmed 
me. “I’ll never leave you again,” cooed Calell. “I didn’t know where you 
were, or that you were in any kind of danger. I should have never left 
you; I am so sorry, CC.”
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   I wanted to reply, to say something to reassure him but couldn’t. 
No words came to my lips. While in his youthful arms, I fell into a 
deep sleep.

In my next memory, I was being lowered into a tank of healing water 
that was placed in my bedchamber. Breathing is natural or perhaps 
unnecessary in healing waters. Even so, as the water settled around 
me, I felt trapped. It was as if Lancer and Kataha were once again 
pinning me down. My heart raced in terror, but then Calell was lying 
next to me in the tank. He held me and whispered soothing words to me 
and said, “Hush now CC; you are safe. Go to sleep; I am with you.”

HEALING
I didn’t know how long we had been in the healing waters together. All 
I cared about was that the healing tank was now gone, and I was safe in 
my bed enclosure with Calell protectively by my side. We spent every 
moment together as I continued to recover from the trauma of 
the attack.

Calell would read to me, tell me fun and interesting stories and 
comfort me when the shadows came. This period of time was a blur to 
me, but I only cared that Calell was by my side, taking care of me.

One day, I awoke alone and began to panic. Calell was 
merely talking to Mother near the entrance of the bed- 
chamber. Still, I whimpered like a child. Calell came immediately to 
my side and calmed me, but I wept far into the night.

That event triggered a ritual for me. I would fall into a deep sleep 
during the day, and at night I would lie awake silently weeping in a hud-
dle, afraid of the troubling nightmares that continued to plague me 
from the attack.

I struggled through this for a long time. My thoughts and words were 
mostly incoherent and useless. Slowly I began to return to some sem-
blance of normalcy and started to become more aware of who and where 
I was. After that considerable amount of time, I was finally able to talk to 
Calell about the attack. Still, even though I could talk about it, the fear 
and shame were hard to shake.
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As time passed, and my awareness grew, I was pleasantly surprised to 
realize that Calell and I looked older. He looked to be seventeen, and I 
looked to be fifteen. I was thankful for the age acceleration, for it 
distanced me from the attack and allowed me the maturity I needed to 
process my feelings about it.

Calell was my saving grace; his sage love and understanding healed my 
inner wounds. At times I felt that I was taking his healing ability for 
granted, but I couldn’t afford to feel too guilty because I literally couldn’t 
function without him.

Through it all, I was terrified to leave the bedchamber. One day, 
though, Calell managed to coax me to the open entryway. Each and ev-
ery day we’d sit just inside the entrance to the bedchamber and enjoy 
some new and fun experience that Father had created for us. Those 
were grand and special times for me. I would always remember that first 
day: Outside the bedchamber, not far and in clear view, was a beach. 
Father brought that beach — inside the bedchamber — where I felt safe 
with Calell. Father, in his loving compassion, brought the joy of the 
seashore to me.

From the safety of the bedchamber, we played in the sand, built glo-
rious and intricate sandcastles and enjoyed one another’s company. The 
water was so close that I could smell it, and the gentle lapping of the 
waves on the shore soothed my troubled heart. To this day, that calming 
sound brings joy and peace to my soul.

Calell patiently played with me all those many days; I just couldn’t  
get enough of his healing presence. Many other adventures followed that 
first wondrous day on the beach — and all from the safety of my 
bedchamber. I loved every single one of them. Thank you Father.

GROVE
When I turned sixteen, Mother entered the bedchamber to speak with 
Calell. He walked over to the open entryway, and they talked about the 
fruit trees in the grove — how they seemed to be dying. “Can you go see 
to their well-being?” she asked him. She then turned to me and said, 
“I’ll stay here with you until Calell returns. He won’t be gone for long.” 
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Then, after a brief pause, she added, “Of course, you can go with Calell 
if you’d like.”

I smiled, knowing it was Mother’s plan to get me outside all along; 
even her pale blue shift beckoned me to the outdoors. And to be honest, 
I was fine with it. I knew it was time for me to get out. And with Calell 
by my side, I wasn’t afraid. I decided to go with him, as Mother knew I 
would. That marked the beginning of our daily walks into the grove and 
later onto the not-so-distant beach.

Calell enjoyed teasing me. During our walks in the grove, he would 
walk ahead and hide from me. His hiding places were purposely pre-
dictable — usually behind a tree that was barely large enough to hide 
his form. He had this way about him that gave me all the empathy and 
comfort I needed to feel safe and secure. Calell’s sense of humor and 
practical attitude towards life and trials gave me the strength and cour-
age I needed to work beyond my pain and fears.

One day, while out walking, we reached the middle of a large wheat 
field. Tall and golden in the light, the stalks flowed like a gleaming 
ocean around us. It was the farthest I’d ever been from the bedcham-
ber. My lily-white frock fluttered around me, as I twirled slowly, arms 
outstretched. And for a moment, it was like time stood still and nothing 
could hurt me. Calell watched, his flaxen slacks and hair blending into 
our surroundings, his blanched cotton shirt peek-a-booing with each 
turn. But a flicker in the distance caught my attention, and I paused in 
my twirling. When I realized I could not see the way home, the 
moment ceased, and I was immediately deflated.

Calell gently took my face in his hands, looked me in the eye and 
solemnly said, “CC, it’s okay. You’ve got nothing to fear. They’re gone 
— sent to the Shadowlands. They can’t hurt you. Right now, right 
here, it’s just you and me. I told you that I would never leave you, and I 
meant it.” Then he brushed away my tears with his thumb and stroked my 
hair, tucking a strand behind my ear.

••
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BEACH
Not long after that day, Calell and I were on the beach, beyond the bed-
chamber, drying off in the sun after having swum in the warm, salty 
water. He held my hand, and I marveled how his tender gesture felt so 
natural.

Later that evening, after Calell made a bonfire for light and to 
warm the cooling night air, he produced a blanket and wrapped it 
around our shoulders while we sat together on a large piece of drift-
wood. Feeling his gaze, I could tell something was on his mind, so I 
turned toward him to ask if he was okay. 

I’ll never forget the adoring look in his eyes at that moment and 
wondered how I’d never noticed their amber jade allure. They pulled 
me in like a pure and loving embrace. He smiled as I stared at him, 
and I realized that I had unconsciously shared my thoughts with him. 

“What is it, Calell?” I hazily asked, still entranced and a little 
shocked at a discovery that was now so obvious, yet I had been so clue-
less to.

He touched my cheek and said that he had loved me since he was five. 
He said that he took one look at me and just knew that he would always 
take care of me. He told me that he knew I felt guilty for causing him to 
be cut off from others. Then he said, “But you need to know CC, there 
is no other place I want to be. No other person I would want to be with. 
I love our time together — wherever it may be. I love you Chasya. I always 
have. I always will.”

Then, he told me that Father had given us permission to be paired. 
As I listened to him talk, I realized, too, that I had always loved him and 
couldn’t imagine a life without him. Calell tenderly took my hand in 
his and reverently asked, “Will you be mine forever?”

Knowing that Father approved, I smiled and said, “Yes!” And it was 
the most natural thing for me to say. Ever.

••
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COTTAGE
Now nineteen, I sat alone on the deck of our cottage, enjoying the 
sights and sounds of the marketplace. I returned to that moment on the 
beach when Calell first took my hand and proposed our pairing. Sitting 
on our back deck, watching the quaint hustle and bustle of life in the 
marketplace, while holding my pairmate’s hand, had been one of my 
favorite pastimes. Every time had been like that first time for me.

Calell was with Father — off preparing for his physical birth on 
Leura — as all Anelas do at age twenty-one. But that meant he would 
have to leave me again; I was afraid for him to go down to Leura without 
me and wished that we were the same age so we could go down together. 
Calell had reassured me that it would be my turn soon, that we would 
find each other on Leura when the time was right. But I could not 
shake the bad feeling I had. I was worried, for some inexplicable 
reason, that we would never see each other again. I had kept these 
thoughts to myself because I knew he had to leave, regardless. But still, I 
was very afraid.

••

VEILED
After Calell left for Leura, I was in the silvery columned courtyard of 
Father’s personal chamber. I felt violently ill and crouched down in 
agony. Suddenly, I was back in time, living through that awful night, 
when I was alone in the bedchamber, wrapped in a blanket, shock 
settling into my bones. Without Calell’s healing presence, I felt like I 
was dying.

Father, in his elegant wisdom, came to me and said, touching my 
head, “To forget . . . even Calell . . . that is the only way.” I nodded — 
knowing the truth of his words — and welcomed the release as Father 
veiled my Anela memories from me.

••
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SPIRITUAL MATTERS
I have given some thought to the notion of aging and the passing of time in Heaven. On Earth we 
age along an unbending linear scale. And as fully veiled beings, time feels absolute and 
appears to only flow in one direction. Heaven reveals a more fluid notion. I don’t possess the 
skills to understand such a complex process, much less explain it properly, but I will say 
this — God can manipulate time to suit his needs. You will see more examples of this as my 
story continues.
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BRIDGE ATTACK

I t was morning, and I was making my rounds, as I did every day. 
My job was to serve my kin as an arbitrator. Thus, I spent my days 
outdoors, checking on my kinfolk, solving disputes and helping 

those in need. My ability to help my kin, no matter their circumstances, 
made me very happy.

I had no dealings with the Dark Ones during this time. They were, 
for the most part, banished to the Shadowlands, although there was no 
closed border as of yet. I was happy that Father hadn’t called me to be a 
Teacher of Light to those who’d strayed because I loved the calling I was 
currently in.

As I walked through the marketplace, I smiled and waved when the 
vendors greeted me. Their red carts, loaded with fresh fruit and pro-
duce or with the wares of their trade, were filled to overflowing. The 
colors of nature enveloped me. Everything was bright and beautiful to 
behold with many sights, sounds and smells of delight.
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I sampled a berry as I passed one vendor and smiled my thanks for 
the tasty morsel eagerly offered. There was, as always, a lot of friendly 
banter and grandstanding as the crafters and fruit-gatherers vied for 
attention in the square. Their only wish was to share their goods and 
talents with others. This was their way.

I saw other paired Anelas sitting affectionately together on back 
porches outside their cottages that surrounded the market. Little Anela 
children were, as always, running amok in the market, playing and 
laughing as they chased one another about. It was a happy and peaceful 
place. 

As I finished up my morning rounds on the outskirts of our village, 
walking along a stone path that led to a bridge, I came upon a group of 
children searching for a ball. Spotting the ball under the footbridge, I 
scooched down the grassy knoll to retrieve it for them.

As I crouched down to pick up the ball, I became aware of a still and ee-
rie silence. I looked around and saw that all the children had disappeared. 
Feeling a cold presence, I turned to look down the dry streambed, as a group 
of Dark Ones, like an ominous silhouette, advanced in my direction.

As I watched, frozen in place, Kataha emerged from the midst of the 
Dark Ones. She stood out, in her bond-esque gunmetal dress, even 
amongst her palette-like goons. The unbridled rage, so bare on her face, 
startled me. But before I could react in any way, her gang was upon me.

Many years ago, Kataha had fallen from grace by following the teach-
ings of the Dark Ones. And now it seemed she had a band of followers 
that were wiling and able to do her bidding. I had a vague memory of 
sharing a bedchamber with her long ago, but I certainly didn’t know 
what I had done to earn her wrath or this thrashing.

As I faded into unconsciousness, relieved to sink into its numbing 
embrace, Kataha grabbed the fabric of my dress with both fists, rousing 
me, and shouted, “You being chosen for anything is an outrage! You 
couldn’t even save yourself!” She then leaned in real close and mur-
mured, “This is all you will ever be good for little sister.” As her words 
awoke a sleeping monster, images of her and Lancer returned, and I was 
immediately seized by an all-consuming panic. 
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PINK PILLS
In the midst of this dreadful remembrance, I sensed a commanding fig-
ure standing beside me. I followed his hands as they moved in unison, 
surely but swiftly, to his right and then to his left, as a whoosh of energy 
threw Kataha and her followers downstream. Kataha’s cursing echoed 
back at me. Then, all was silent as they made their retreat.

I glanced up and discerned that the peach-robed figure was Lancer’s 
father, the High Priest. And though he’d certainly rescued me from 
Kataha’s wrath, for some reason I felt neither safe nor saved. As he eased 
me into his arms, I wanted to scream out in agony and pain, but my sus-
tained injuries made me incapable of speech.

As the High Priest carried me, he spoke in whispered tones, “The 
rumors prove true. I’ve deciphered the prophecy. And it led me to you.”

I had no idea what the High Priest was jabbering on about as he took 
me, none the wiser, to some undisclosed location.

We entered a small healing room, and he laid me on the only bed. 
The High Priest then placed his hands above my broken body, palms 
down, and gradually moved them along the length of it in the primordi-
al movements of healers. “Kataha has caused enough damage. We must 
not let her sully the sacrifice,” he murmured.

Already numb from shock, I did not feel the effects of his imparted 
skills.

When the High Priest was finished, he touched my shoulder, mak-
ing eye contact for the first time, and with a beseeching tone imparted, 
“This is the only way . . . to give the Dark Ones . . . a second chance.”

I watched as he turned to a small table beside the bed, retrieving 
a glass vial and dropping two pink pills into the palm of his hand. 
Then, using a small stone pestle, he crushed the two pills into powder. 
I couldn’t say or do anything to stop him; I was quite literally paralyzed. I 
could only watch, trance-like, as he slowly extended the hand with the 
pink powder toward my mouth. 

Just as his hand reached my lips, Father entered the room and firm-
ly but gently grasped the High Priest’s arm, waylaying his nefarious 
purpose.
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While being escorted from the room, I heard the priest’s befuddled 
protest, “But the prophecy, my Lord. I was just following the prophecy. 
She must die for my son to be saved!”

••

CYPHERS
Believing we were all offspring of the same divine parents, I do not yet understand how Lancer 
could be the High Priest’s son. I’m not even sure who the High Priest truly was or what he repre-
sented. Nevertheless, he viewed Lancer as his child and desperately desired to save him from his 
fate. Whereas, Kataha just wanted to finish what she started, furthering her designs for power.

Also, I do not know what the children’s purpose was in the marketplace if I was the last 
born for Leura. I have some theories, but the answer remains beyond my understanding. It 
does seem clear that paired Anelas lived as married couples until their time to go down to 
Leura.

And finally, the encounter with the High Priest somehow had the effect of restoring the 
veil, once again, of my Anela childhood. The panicked realization was almost gone before it 
really even started. One assault at a time was more than enough to deal with, it seems.
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CEREMONY

M y next memory was of a procession of Anelas solemnly hand-
ing me down a long incline, one level at a time. We were in 
the Great Hall, one reserved for important counsels, except 

it was unusually dim. I was lying on something akin to a stretcher and 
wrapped in fine, gauzy cloth up to the curve of my neck — like a mummy.

My injuries must have been serious, for there had never been a cer-
emony such as this. My kin were mourning me; they were praying for me 
and blessing me. I wondered if I was dead, but I knew I couldn’t be. If I 
wasn’t dead though, then where was I going and why all the sadness?

I hadn’t had my chance to be given a physical body or to be tested on 
the world, Leura. I wanted to serve my God and prove that I could be a 
loyal and faithful servant. If I couldn’t receive the gift of a physical body on Leura, then 
what would happen to me? What would become of me?

As those and many other thoughts circled through my mind, I was cer-
emoniously laid on a sizable altar, before Father. He was standing at the 
foot of the incline and began to address me in a soft voice. Foggy, I couldn’t 
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understand all of what he said, but what I could hear was, “ . . . another world 
. . . too injured to make it to Leura before the Great and Terrible Day.”

I knew he was speaking of the day that all Anelas heard about — the 
day that signaled the end of the probationary phase for Leura. I’d dreamt 
of living on Leura with my chosen pairmate, of how in love we would be 
and how many children we might have. Only I wasn’t yet paired. I was 
the last of the Anelas, and there was no one left for me.

I should have been more concerned, but in truth I was a little re-
lieved. I always knew I was different. To be the only Small One with 
wings set me apart from all the others. I’d had mine since I was little, 
but my winged kin didn’t start growing their wings until they were four-
teen. And even then, their wings weren’t fully developed until they were 
sixteen.

Wing maturity was a sign of pair awakening. In other words, the im-
pulse to pair and mate would lay dormant until the wings were fully 
developed. However, the desire to be paired never awoke within me. I 
loved God and my kin very much; I especially loved the little ones, but I 
didn’t know where I fit in.

I could only hope I’d find a Small One, like me, to pair and grow 
old with on Leura. I had just turned of age, and I should have been mak-
ing preparations to go down to Leura, not lying on a stretcher covered 
in cloth.

TRUST
I heard my name, “Chasya” and felt a light touch on my shoulder. It was 
Father, and he was speaking to me again. “I know you are frightened 
and confused, but it is necessary that you trust me. Do you trust me, 
Chasya?” he asked tenderly.

“Yes, Father,” I tried to say, but my voice was gravelly. A gurgling 
sound came out, and I was surprised at the damage to my throat. Instead 
of trying to talk, I nodded to him and wondered why he was asking me 
to trust him.

“Then you must listen and obey,” continued Father.
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I offered another slight nod and became more acutely aware of the 
weakness and pain that persisted throughout my spirit body. I felt so 
fragile, like I was about to melt into nothingness. It seemed that Father’s 
touch was the only thing holding me together.

“You’re not safe here anymore,” said Father. “You need time to heal. 
Only time can heal what they have done to you.”

I saw the pain in his face and wondered why it was so profound. I had 
no memory of how I came to be so wounded, but I knew it was troubling 
him deeply.

Father stroked my head and continued, “You will continue your 
mission in the appointed House of my Realm. You will serve the God of 
Earth as you have served me here. Chasya, do you understand?”

I couldn’t reply. I didn’t know how to reply, especially with the room 
spinning around me. 

Dizzy and confused, Father’s voice somehow penetrated, “Initially, 
you will undergo a transitional veiling phase, where you will awaken 
anew, having no memory of your Anela life. This is the only way, Chasya.

“First, though, you must choose your predestined Human mate 
from all the eligible males. I know you will make the right decision.”

As my focus waxed and waned on Father, an incredible force began 
to build up within my stomach; somehow, I had the strength to turn 
away in time. Even so, my agonized retching seemed to set off a state 
of commotion around me. My surroundings faded, and I began to feel 
lifeless, as if I was just an observer in the loop of time. Then everything 
went black.

••

INSIGHTS
In regards to essence, it seemed to be a compatibility meter of mind, body and spirit that is 
a gift of foreknowledge to paired Anela couples, ensuring long-standing unions. This scent 
print also enhanced pair bonding. The addition of my wings, at such an early age, enhanced 
my essence too soon. As such, the allure of these differences made me a target. Almost like the 
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burden Petrolis had spoken of had already manifested, even before the shawl had been 
placed upon me. I’ve also wondered if essence is more universal in it’s application -  
perhaps, a transcendental life force within us all.

I have since learned a bit about Calell’s life on Leura. He lived a short physical life, pos-
sibly five years near to our reckoning of time on Earth. He was an only child of a healer pairing. 
Calell’s Leuran tanella (father) and sanella (mother) loved him very much for the short time he 
was with them. One of Calell’s purposes on Leura may have been to enhance his healing capa-
bilities from his Leuran parents, another might have been to give him a happy and nourishing 
childhood to buoy him for the trials he’d face on Earth. 

Though some clues have been given as to the importance of that brief physical experience 
for Calell, my not having shared in that experience with him was in alignment with the prophecy 
as it was planned and proposed to the council by Petrolis, as was his need to leave his Leuran life 
and join me in my journey towards Earth.

ROUND
For Father, time is quite literally round. As I previously pointed out, time in Heaven is much 
more fluid than it is here on Earth. Father is more than capable of folding space and time as 
easily as turning a page in a book.

To choose my Human mate, Father would fold me forward in time to a staging area of 
Earth’s Preliminary Phase, where I was twenty-one year old Chasya, veiled of the Anela assaults 
and of Calell. It’s important to note, I was in Calell’s future time, where his name was 
Thomas. He was twenty-one years old as well, and we had an Earth Preliminary Phase 
history that he had lived fully. Whereas I, as present time Chasya, had not - not yet anyway. 

Though I didn’t know it at the time, this was a test, or proof at least, that I could find Calell 
again, even when veiled of my memories.
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RED CART

“C hasya, it is time to choose.” Father stood behind me, at the
helm, as I looked out from a levitating two-man pod. We were 
very close to the ground; still, I hesitated. “I have given you a 

transitory healing so that you can have your full faculties in choosing a 
Human mate,” added Father. “Go now, Chasya. Find him!”

I stepped from the pod and into a throng of eligible male spirits. I 
tried to look around, but there was a gray mist impeding my senses. It 
was difficult to decipher the sea of faces that surrounded me, and I felt 
very uncomfortable. Most of the discomfort stemmed from the feeling 
of desire emanating from the men. I could sense that they were all star-
ing at me, and I felt trapped. I wanted to flee the swarming mass but 
didn’t know how.

Then I heard Father, “Use your wings, Chasya! Fly!”
“But Father, I can’t fly!” I said in reply. Instinctively though, my 

wings unfurled, and I found myself in the air above the men. Amazed at 
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my newly discovered ability, I began to glide slowly through the air over 
the tops of their heads.

Flying was never before discussed with me, and until Father pointed 
it out, I hadn’t even wondered if it was possible. As I slowly glided above 
the males, I wondered why I had never seen even one Anela fly. Our 
wings were saved for our mates. We were to use them to enhance our 
intimate experience.

Now that I seemed to be using my wings naturally, I realized that 
they were guiding me with what seemed to be a mind of their own. I felt 
a strong force, a connection. I somehow knew who I was looking for; I 
just had to find him.

Suddenly though, a hand reached up and grabbed me by the leg. I 
looked down and saw a male spirit pulling me down toward him. Leery 
of his intentions, I began to grow afraid as he pulled me to the ground 
and right up against him. To touch me in this manner, without my con-
sent, was to my understanding, a punishable act.

I felt a building sense of urgency in finding my true mate. This 
crude spirit, who boldly plucked me from the sky, was not the one. I, 
then, pushed him away with a force I did not know I possessed.

The man was now on his back — far from me. I felt a sense of fore-
boding as I saw his face flash from shock to anger and finally to an odd 
look of recognition. I felt the hatred he held in his heart, and I won-
dered if it was directed at me. Was he a Dark One? He looked at me as though 
I possessed untold powers, and I instantly regretted unwittingly reveal-
ing so much about myself.

Time was running out. I could feel myself growing weaker by the 
minute, and I still hadn’t found my mate. I turned and hurried toward 
a clearing, a place where the mist seemed to be much less dense. When 
I reached the clearing, I noticed that in the distance, the landscape was 
different. Regal trees and brightly colored flowers, dappled amongst the 
grass, peaked out in splotches through the mist.

Finally, I could feel the presence of my mate. I knew he was close. 
But then I could hear harsh voices and felt a strong impulse to hide.  
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Not far from where I stood was a red cart; it reminded me of the Anela 
vendor carts back home. I quickly scrambled under the cart and waited 
for the men to pass.

PACT
Two male spirits approached, and they both felt inky and oppressive. 
They were speaking together in a conciliatory tone. As they drew nearer 
and continued their conversation, I was frightened to realize they were 
talking about me. I peeked out from under the cart and saw the male 
spirit – who’d pulled me from the air — and his cohort.

From the conversation I overheard, I learned that the former’s name 
was Lucifer, and the latter’s name was Daegal. It was unsettling to dis-
cern how their pied piper allure succeeded in masking such deceit and 
treachery, for their thoughts were as loud as their speech.

Daegal was speaking to Lucifer in an urgent tone, “This girl with 
wings, who looks to be Tahlia, she is the one spoken of in the prophecy?”

“Yes, brother, it is time,” replied Lucifer.
“If we are to be rid of her,” said Daegal, “we must act fast.”
“And what would you suggest, Daegal? Father will veil us of this spe-

cific event, and no one will know she is the one.”
“Have you learned nothing, brother? Pain, Lucifer, pain is the key 

to overcoming the veil. It is more difficult to veil when experiencing 
intense pain.”

“How is it that you know such things?” demanded Lucifer, upset that 
Daegal had once again gained forbidden knowledge only he was privy to.

“Never mind that,” replied Daegal, with a dismissive wave of his hand. 
“Here’s a blade. You must conceal it, then cut your hand as we pass through 
the veil. Between the two of us, we should remember enough.”

As Lucifer accepted and handled the blade, he saw a second crude 
blade in Daegal’s hand. Lucifer wanted to ask him where he got them 
and who his source was of such knowledge.

Although he did not need such a primitive instrument to obtain veil 
remembrance, he would play his part to keep his secret. He needed to be 
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rid of this upstart. He was the Supreme Leader, not Daegal. He wished 
he could put him in his place and end this tiring charade of brother-
hood. It was not yet time though.

“Then we must make a secret covenant, brother!” declared Lucifer, 
putting a hand on Daegal’s shoulder, “A bond that cannot be broken. 
You will not participate in killing her, but we will move forward with the 
plan; I need you on Earth. We must find Dwayne.”

“It would be unwise to underestimate her, Lucifer. She was chosen 
for a reason.”

“As was I, my friend. As was I,” said Lucifer. “And now I have all the 
proof I need to move forward.”

“We must hurry and get to Dwayne before the veiling,” said Daegal, 
with a knowing smile, “You’re right, it is time.”

MATE
When I was sure they were gone, I crawled out from under the cart, des-
perate to find Father and tell him what I’d just learned. Piper persona 
thrown bare, I’d glimpsed the ravenous wolves within.

Trembling and cold, I wondered if I was to be killed at the hands 
of Dark Ones. I didn’t understand what was going on. What prophecy did 
they speak of? Why did they refer to me as Tahlia — like they knew me? These troubling 
thoughts flashed through my mind as I crouched next to the cart in the 
mist.

Hyperventilating and afraid, scenes of pain and anguish began to fill 
my mind, threatening to drown me in their wake. As I fell to my 
knees, memories of Kataha’s recent attack returned. I retched in shame 
and disgust and realized this place wasn’t safe for me either. The Dark 
Ones were everywhere, and Father seemed to have abandoned me.

Still dizzy, I stood, once again, and leaned against the cart. I forced 
my mind to focus on my mate, to filter out everything but him; I had to 
find him, and do it fast. So I started walking through the fading mist, 
ever closer to the forested landscape.

My health waning, I grew more scared and desperate with every step. 
Then, as the mist completely dissipated, I saw him — standing alone at 
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the edge of the forest. His eyes were filled with shock and joy. Relief 
flooded his face, and the pull I felt toward him was compelling, charged 
and eternal. I was literally drawn to him and found myself, at once, 
in front of him. His eyes, so striking and luminous, were the same color 
as the foliage behind him. I knew he was the one.

With my hands on his chest, I no longer felt weak or scared. I looked 
into his eyes; the love and native recognition mirrored my own. As he 
stroked my hair, tucking a strand behind my ear, I knew I was home. 

“You found me,” he said in a soft and clear voice. I reached up and 
touched his face. It was a gesture that felt so natural, as if I had done it a 
thousand times before. And a blessed peace settled over me like a warm 
blanket. I knew, then, that I never wanted to be separated from him. 
Ever.

He took my hand and said, with some urgency, “Tahlia, we must 
go.” Then led me to a white-wood gazebo. Father was waiting for 
us there, standing before an alabaster altar. 

“I thought you left me here, Father,” I said as I approached him.
“No child, why would I leave? I am the God of Earth.” I must have 

looked confused because he added, “Yes Chasya, I am the God of Leura 
and of many other worlds.” He looked at my companion and said, “I see 
that you have chosen Thomas as your mate.”

“Yes, Father,” I replied, pleased to see no look of surprise on 
Thomas’ face. Thomas . . . yes, it suited him. He smiled and squeezed my hand 
reassuringly.

“Come forward then,” said Father, as he draped a silky-soft, airy 
shawl of delicate white flowers over my shoulders. “We have much to 
discuss before you are united as one.”

••

LAW OF ATTRACTION
This was the shawl Petrolis had spoken of: the burden that would absorb my essence. Again, 
Father was manipulating time. Thomas, veiled of his Anela life, only knew me as Tahlia — my 
future Human spirit name. He had no memories of Chasya or Calell, but he trusted Father and 
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was happy to have found me. For in his time we had been separated, and he had been searching 
for me.

My next memory was back on my timeline, when Calell and I were awakened anew — 
veiled of all previous encounters — and on our way to being born Human spirits. This awaken-
ing stage was where Calell and I would meet up again after his short life on Leura. We were, 
again, drawn together — without any memories of each other. I did not know anyone by name 
in this memory, but the male being I interacted with was Calell. Everything in this setting felt 
instinctive, new and fresh.
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Awakening

CLOUD

A s I awakened from a deep, sweet sleep, a feeling of comfort and 
love enveloped me. It was so utterly complete, so absolute, that 
I desired to forever remain in this place — a cloud of absolute 

contentment. As I looked about, I saw a boy. He was flying, zooming 
back and forth in the air over my head. In comparison, I felt heavy and 
slow. I watched in wonder as he navigated the space around me, seem-
ingly intent on finding some grand adventure.

His antics made me more curious about my surroundings. And I 
noticed a library to my right — that it was free of patrons. I knew 
instantly that it was a place of endless learning, and I was drawn to it. A 
greater force, though, began to pull me to the left, away from the library. 
I didn’t know what force was at play, but I wasn’t concerned.

As I began to move, I wondered how the flying boy could move so fast 
and freely through the air. I figured he had some kind of special gift, 
and I wondered if I had any special gifts. And if so, what they might be.
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Then, unexpectedly, I was enveloped by a love so complete that it 
filled me with wonder. I was home with such love, and I wanted to know 
more. The love came from a male being, and I recognized how completely 
compatible we were — how timeless our relationship actually was. I wanted 
to stay there forever, to become one with him in that warm cocoon of 
love. Everything for me began and ended in that very moment.

ESSENCE
But then, without warning, I was being torn from him — from my 
love cocoon. Dark male beings were tugging at me with their desire and 
defiling me with their need for my essence. I instinctively had the 
knowledge and understanding that my essence was leaking, and their 
hunger was drawing me toward them.

Unable to move — as though having just woken up from a deep mo-
lasses-type sleep — they used what little power they possessed to pull me 
toward and down the line of them. They touched me and tried to possess 
me. I was sickened and terrified by the contact of the evildoers.

Across from the line of evildoers, I saw a line of holy-dwellers. At 
the head of that second line was where I had been safely ensconced in 
my cocoon of love, but now I was surrounded by evil. The line of holy-
dwellers, sensing my pain, began to pull me away from the line of evil-
doers, in an attempt to rescue me. I could tell they were appalled by the 
actions of their dark brothers. The holy-dwellers were also drawn to my 
essence but would never defile me. I felt the truth of it and knew I’d be 
safe with them.

LIBRARY
In the midst of this dilemma, I saw the library, once again, in the distance. 
I longed for the solitude of such a place. My perfect world had been 
defiled in an instant, and I wondered if I’d ever recover. Then, 
without preamble, the flying boy swooped down and lifted me up and 
away from the primal tug-of-war.
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Up we went, over the tops of the two lines of men. Then, just as I’d 
wished, he delivered me safely to the library. And, just as quickly, he 
departed, flying away to return to his playground in the sky.

Thankful for the reprieve from the mind numbing experience, I 
delved into the volumes on the grand bookshelf in the library and began 
absorbing vast amounts of knowledge — without even opening a book 
and just with my desire — all of which was available to me through these 
vessels of higher learning.

Despite the head start the flying boy gave me, I was anxiously aware 
of the terribly slow progress the evildoers were making toward me. So, 
I increased my absorption of wondrous information, not knowing what 
else to do, but hoping I could arm myself with enough learning to de-
fend myself from their iniquity.

While busily engaged in learning, I became aware of a male watching 
me from the edge of the library. I knew he was the same loving being I 
had connected with in the cocoon, before I was pulled down the line and 
accosted by the evildoers. Still numb and broken from the ordeal, I was 
unsure of my feelings toward him, so I let him be and continued with my 
intense rate of learning.

Sometime later, I noticed a higher holy being conversing with that 
male. The holy being seemed to be teaching him how to counteract the 
effects of my leaking essence. Though simple in nature, the trick was 
effective: When his love for me was overshadowed by his desire for my 
essence, he would snap a rubber band that was around his wrist. Until 
he could entirely withstand the appeal of my essence, he would not 
enter the library nor come near me. He wanted to know, very clearly, 
that his desire for me was his and not because of my leaking essence.

Understanding his pure intent brought me great peace, and it made 
me smile whenever I thought of him. His patience and careful plan-
ning, as well as his keen awareness of my needs, elevated him to a high 
level in my eyes. But more than anything, I saw the genuine love he had 
for me.
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STORYBOOK
Awhile later, I was not surprised to see the male sitting in a chair in the 
study section of the library. He was holding a quaint volume of learning. 
And I knew he wouldn’t be close to me if he could not control himself. 
Amazingly, he now seemed immune to my leaking essence.

From the volume section of the library, I watched him in wonder 
as he studied the quaint book. I also sensed that he knew I would be 
intrigued by his current page-turning technique. My technique was to 
absorb whole volumes of learning in a seeming instant, and I was sure 
he had that same ability too. Yet there he sat, carefully studying each 
page, one at a time. He read the book lovingly, as if it was the best book 
ever created. It appeared to contain many wonders and mysteries, all 
unknown to me, and I was growing very curious as he studied each page 
thoughtfully, carefully, tenderly even.

As he continued reading in front of me, acting as if the book was the 
only thing that actually existed, I was unable to contain myself and gave 
in. I got up and approached him.

He smiled at me and invited me to join him.
I sat on his lap, and we looked at the book together in wonder.
The book spoke to my heart and mind without words. I was filled 

with thoughts and feelings of safety and security.
While turning the pages, my companion said, “This is the story of a 

boy and a girl . . . of you and of me. And as you will see . . . we will live 
together for eternity.”

His words sang to my heart. I looked at the pages of that book, of the 
beautiful life we would have together, and I saw that it was good. As long 
as I was with him, everything would be okay.

Not long after, my male companion was called away for a short time 
to be briefed on issues concerning our future. He returned right as the 
evildoers were about to grab me, rescuing me from their clutches.

••
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TRANSFERENCE
My next memory was the start of Earth’s Preliminary Phase, growing in a highly similar fashion 
to the process of birth and childhood on Earth. My leaking essence indicated the reality of sus-
tained injuries, ones that followed me through to this next phase and beyond.
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Human

INSEPARABLE

I had a few brief memories of being in Heavenly Mother’s womb and in 
the nursery with Thomas (Calell), to the age of a toddler. Growing up in 
the children’s hall just past the nursery, I was either learning at Heavenly 

Father’s feet in the inner courtyard with the other children, playing with 
Thomas, or sick in bed and in a great deal of pain. We each had our own rooms 
lined up side-by-side down the large corridor of the hall. Thomas could always 
sense my discomfort and would ask Father’s permission to tend to my needs. 
Sometimes he was allowed to comfort me and sometimes not, but we were rarely 
ever apart. Indeed, Thomas and I had been virtually inseparable since birth.

Our neutral romper-like clothes made for easy transitions from play 
to learning. Later, when we attended school, our dress turned to more 
separate pieces in the colors of nature.

When Thomas and I reached the spiritual age of eight, we started attend-
ing school together, which was just beyond the children’s hall. We spent more 
time away from Father and Mother. However, as was true to our path, anoth-
er separation awaited us. And it would become the most challenging one yet.
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SCHOOL
When necessary, Thomas and I would interact with the other spirit chil-
dren. But most of the time, whenever the teachers allowed it, it would be 
just the two of us. I literally couldn’t imagine my life without Thomas. 
He took such good care of me and accepted that I was different from 
everyone else — for I couldn’t talk; I was born that way. Thomas didn’t 
care, though, because he had the ability to read my thoughts spontane-
ously. Quietly and calmly, he would take action whenever necessary, and 
he always cared for me and protected me from unwanted scrutiny.

Another part of my difference was that I tired easily. It was a systemic 
weakness that’s hard to put into words. Sometimes I just hurt everywhere, 
and I did not know why. Thomas worked diligently to hide it from the 
teachers and the other children. He did everything he could to help. He 
even made sure I always had food and rest when I needed it. For everyone 
else it was a pleasure, a recharge or a social custom, but for me food and rest 
was a necessity.

During playtime in the field, while the other children ran, laughed 
and played games, we would go to a nearby grove. Thomas would speak 
softly to me while I rested next to him. I loved being close to him. I felt 
such a strong connection to him, something that went far beyond our 
childhood bond. Whenever he touched me or talked to me, the pain and 
weakness in my mind and body seemed to dissipate.

We didn’t want anyone to know the extent of my sickness because we 
feared the teachers would take me away. They might think they could 
help me more than Thomas. But I knew Thomas was all I needed. I 
didn’t want anyone to take me away from him, not ever, not even for a 
short period of time. I just knew that something bad would happen if 
they separated us.

••

DREAM
“Tahlia, what’s wrong?” asked Thomas. He looked very mature and 
concerned for a boy of thirteen. I was tired again and more so than 
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usual after our typical noon meal. We knew we couldn’t hide my sick-
ness much longer, and we worried about the future, for something had 
changed.

I felt as if I was being drugged. Even Thomas knew something was go-
ing on. He had always been able to read people and sense events around 
him, and he knew something big was about to happen.

We lay in the grass looking up at the sky, somehow knowing I’d soon 
be taken away. I rested my head on Thomas’ chest, as a terrible weariness 
overcame me. He ran his fingers through my hair, tucking a strand 
behind my ear, like he always did, and said, “Tahlia, if we’re ever 
separated . . . I’ll find you. No matter how long it takes, I will find you.”

I looked into his verdant eyes, memorizing him from the inside out, 
and wondered how I could ever live without him. I also realized some-
thing new . . . no . . . something important — like a deep and abiding 
memory. But the weariness overtook me, and I fell fast asleep.

As I slept, I had a strange dream that I had wings. Thomas and I 
were lying there together in the grove, my wings wrapped around us, 
protecting us. I had an impression that someone was watching us. But 
before I could figure out who it was, I awoke. 

••

TRANSPORTED
I was confounded to realize I was in one of Father’s personal chambers. 
Surrounded by a simple white hall, I looked to Father, all serene in 
his fluent robes, and somehow rasped out in trembling fear, “Where’s 
Thomas?” surprised to hear the sound of my own voice.

“Thomas is safe, back in school with the other children,” answered 
Father, “The two of you need some time apart. And I need you here 
. . . closer to me. Your training will begin so that you can fulfill your 
calling.”

This was all new to me. What was Father even talking about? What calling? And why 
did I need to be separated from Thomas to fulfill my calling?
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Confused and frightened, I began to beg him over and over again, 
“Please, Father! I need to be with Thomas. I just need Thomas!” I want-
ed to serve Father, but I didn’t believe I could do it alone.

Father looked at me and answered my unspoken thought kindly 
but firmly, “Yes you can, Tahlia. Yes you can.” I started to weep, as a 
river of fear seeped its way into my heart. I knew, without Thomas by 
my side, something bad was going to happen. Eventually, my begging 
gave way to weariness, and I again could no longer speak.

••

CARETAKERS
I was taken to a betrothed couple that cared for me with love and 
patience — as if I was their own child — in a quaint adobe-style home 
equipped with a small earthen oven. Continuing to mourn Thomas’ 
absence, though, I was invariably inconsolable. 

Joseph and Mary coaxed me to eat and took turns reading to me 
from Father’s teachings. Mary would often sing to me, to comfort me. 
Her soft melodies eased my aching heart. And the tones of her ethereal 
voice only enhanced her rich angelic beauty. 

Whereas Joseph, though dressed in customary attire, radiated such 
profound humility, his robe gave me the impression of an, albeit soft-
ened, burlap sack. A gentle soul, his calm presence reassured me I was 
safe. And despite my grief, I grew very fond of Mary and Joseph. They 
were a lovely couple, both inside and out. 

At times, Jehovah would come to sit with me and visit, to talk to me 
and lend me comfort. He usually came when I was the most overcome 
with grief at being torn away from Thomas. Being in Jehovah’s presence 
was like basking in the sun as it penetrates a cloudy day. I was somber and 
in hiding, and his presence brightened my mood. 

He glowed with subtle yet emanating warmth and filled me with his 
absolute love and acceptance without any hidden agenda or guile. I had 
never experienced anyone like him. He emitted such quiet confidence 
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and was so at peace, it started to affect me. I knew I could trust him. And 
it fortified me.

One day Father mind-spoke to me and told me it was time to take 
away the memories of my childhood with Thomas. Then, before I could 
even protest, all I could remember was my time with Mary and Joseph.

I eventually started to venture out from the safety of my caregivers. 
I also grew older and stronger and took to Father’s teachings. I didn’t 
know what my calling would be, but I wanted to be ready for it.
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Callings

ALMA

A lma watched Thomas pick at his lunch. He was always careful 
not to mention Tahlia, even though he knew Thomas thought 
of nothing but finding her since they were separated. It had 

been almost a year since that day.
And even though Alma respected Thomas’ dilemma, he was con-

cerned for his well-being. He’d made attempts to persuade Thomas to 
hang out with their classmates during free time, but instead he’d 
elected to spend the majority of his time alone in that grove of trees.

Today, however, Alma was determined to find out exactly what 
Thomas was doing. So he looked Thomas in the eye and said, quite 
plainly, “I am going with you today, into that grove of trees.”

Thomas was quiet for a while, and Alma wondered if he had even 
heard him. He could see in Thomas’ eyes that his friend needed some-
one to trust. When Thomas still didn’t reply, Alma stood up and put a 
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firm hand on his friend’s shoulder. After a conciliatory squeeze, Thomas 
agreed with a nod of his head to let Alma come along.

Alma followed Thomas into the grove and was shocked to find that 
Thomas had been very busy. During his time alone, Thomas had man-
aged not only to dig a rather large hole, but he’d also managed to dig a 
very long tunnel. Alma stood opened-mouthed as he gazed into the abyss.

When Alma looked up at him, Thomas grinned and said, “I know 
where they took her.”

“Tahlia? Where?” asked Alma, excited for his friend’s hopes of a 
reunion.

“She’s just past the school enclosure, over yonder,” replied Thomas, 
tilting his head in that direction, “behind the Great Gate where Father 
dwells.” He then dropped, unceremoniously, out of sight. 

“Are you coming with me or not?” called Thomas from the abyss, “I 
want to show you something.”

Alma didn’t need to be asked twice. 
“How long have you been working on this?” Alma asked, as he fol-

lowed behind his friend.
“Since I first determined where she was,” replied Thomas. He moved 

quickly through the tunnel with familiar dexterity even though it was 
quite dim. “I just finished the  digging. It goes to the surface past 
the school fence.”

Alma was shocked and impressed and not quite sure what to think 
about his friend’s diligence.

Thomas pointed to the light ahead and said, “We’re almost there.” 
When they reached the end of the tunnel, Thomas boosted Alma 

up and out. And then Alma, being the larger of the two young men, 
reached down and pulled Thomas up and into the light.

Alma turned and stood in awe. He couldn’t believe his eyes. They 
were actually standing near the Great Gate that led into Father’s of-
ficial dwelling where grand councils were held. Something he’d only 
heard of but never witnessed.

“When Father came and took Tahlia, he said that we must be kept 
separate for a time, yet withheld why or for how long.”
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Alma, turning to face his friend, nodded for Thomas to continue. 
“All he said to me was, ‘Be patient Thomas. And one day you and 

Tahlia will be reunited.’”
“It’s just . . . what if something happens to her, and I’m not there to 

stop it?” Thomas continued, eyes alight, “She’s not like the rest of us.” 
Then, with a heavy sigh, Thomas turned and began to study the gate.

Alma wondered what his next move would be. Were Thomas’ labors 
an exercise in futility or would his efforts bear fruit? Only time would 
tell.  

After a few minutes of silence, Thomas dropped back into the 
tunnel. As Alma followed, they made their way toward the opening in the 
grove, not wanting to be missed by the other students or teachers.

As they emerged into the light on the other side of the tunnel and 
walked back to school, Thomas and Alma heard Father’s omnipotent 
voice, “This bad thing you fear for Tahlia must happen. I cannot have 
you interfering. It’s time for both of you to forget Tahlia and all she 
meant to you.”

Alma feeling flustered and out of sorts, turned to Thomas and asked, 
“What were we doing in that grove of trees?”

Thomas shrugged his shoulders in response, looking perplexed, as if 
something gnawed just out of reach.

“I don’t have a good feeling about that grove,” added Alma. “I don’t 
think we should go back there.”

Thomas looked at him long and hard, then glanced over his shoul-
der, back toward the grove. With a catch in his chest and a look of forlorn 
longing on his face, Thomas deeply sighed in release — and finally said, 
“I agree.”

••

The day they had discussed, incessantly, was finally here. Having turned 
eighteen, it was time to receive their calls from Father. However, when 
Thomas received his call to care for the little spirits, those between the 
ages of three and eight, Alma was surprised and also a little confused. 
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      They’d both had ambitions of being one of the missionaries called 
to gather together. Everyone knew the focus was on those who’d 
strayed from Father. And for Alma to be chosen to be a part of that 
work was exciting. Knowing what an asset Thomas would be to such an 
endeavor, though, Alma was at a loss for words.

Uncomfortable with this discrepancy in their plans, Alma used ev-
ery excuse he could come up with to stay with Thomas a little longer. As 
it was, he managed to stay just long enough to see Thomas settle nicely 
into his new calling. And he was relieved to see that Thomas not only got 
to know his little ones, but that he loved them very much.

Alma was humbled to realize that Thomas’ calling was actually con-
sidered a great honor. Heavenly Mother visited often, and she took time 
to speak to Thomas, not just about the children, but also about Father’s 
Grand Plan. Alma came to understand, with awe, that Heavenly Father 
and Mother had entrusted their young spirits to Thomas.

••

The day he was to leave, Alma visited the cheerful succession of glass-
walled rooms that Thomas worked in and took note of one of Thomas’ 
charges, Katie. She was the oldest of all the little spirits and very 
much liked to mother the younger ones. She had a unique talent of 
tagging those around her with cherished, longstanding nicknames.

Katie, who’d taken special notice of their new caregiver, had heard 
Mother call him, ‘Thomas Matthew.’ Excited at this new information 
but knowing it was too long and difficult for the little ones, she’d chosen 
his middle name and shortened it. And from then on, all the little 
children called him, ‘Matty.’

As Alma watched Thomas interact and play with his young charges, 
he knew it was time for him to start the mission he had been called to. 
They said their goodbyes, and Alma left to begin a new chapter in his 
life.
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Courtyard

DIVISION

I n my eighteenth spiritual year of Earth’s Preliminary Phase and 
about the same time Matty was called to teach the little children, I 
was walking to a small courtyard dedicated as an open study area. 

It was a secluded area, sectioned off like a maze to create individual spac-
es. One space in particular had a simple garden bench, made of a single 
piece of seamless stone. It was surprisingly comfortable.

Another space was set up with an antique-style desk and chair set, 
which was also made up of the same ivory stone. However, my favorite 
space contained a majestically soothing tree. Its large salt and pepper 
trunk was so comfortable to lean against, with wispy basil leaves that 
swayed in greeting, and sweet-smelling grass that covered the ground 
around it like a plush sage carpet. It was the ideal place to read, ponder 
and pray.

At the time, I was deeply contemplating the divide between 
Father’s children as I hoped to find my preferred spot unoccupied. 
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We, his heavenly children, were to go to Earth to gain a body so that 
we could grow in our capacity for wisdom and love. There would be 
good and evil on Earth, and we would be allowed to choose for 
ourselves how we wanted to live. 

It seemed that Lucifer had been quietly gaining a following of dis-
senters, who feared being cut off from our heavenly home and wanted 
no part of the veiling and consequential agency that Earth’s Probationary 
Phase required. Those dissenters turned to Lucifer, thinking he could 
lead them to a safer path of progression. Lucifer called for all who would 
follow him, to separate and gather together in a remote area, far from 
Father’s Dwelling Place.

FEAR
When Lucifer and his followers broke away and retreated elsewhere, the 
remainder of Father’s flock was shaken to the core. Lucifer had been 
held in high esteem. I remembered his quiet and studious ways as we 
learned with others at Father’s feet. Lucifer had a sharp and keen in-
tellect and was very engaging as he spoke. His curiosity and desire for 
learning was unmatched. Everyone around him learned a great deal 
from his questions and comments.

Having studied alongside him for years, I was now plagued by many 
questions. When did he start to doubt Father? Was his act a betrayal, a hidden agenda 
or was he truly convinced of his convictions and position? Did he truly believe that Father 
would lead us astray? I knew there was more to his decision, but at the time 
I was truly confused as to why he would draw away so many and then 
set himself up as their ruler.

Lucifer’s followers were plagued by fear. I learned later how exten-
sive Lucifer’s skills were at using scare tactics to deceive the flock. In an 
effort to increase his following, he was more than willing to propagate 
fear among them. And it was working. His numbers were growing. I 
realized then that someone had to help those wavering in the flock and 
especially the Misled of Lucifer. If they continued to follow Lucifer, they 
would live in fear forever.
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RUN-IN
Reaching my favorite study area, deep in thought, a chill crept up my 
spine. I realized, at once, that I was not alone. There stood Lucifer, 
bearing his iridescent pewter robe like a royal emissary, watching me. 

I was surprised to see him so near Father’s Dwelling Place but not 
entirely shocked. Lucifer still came around occasionally to verbally spar 
with anyone who dared go up against his intellect and position against 
Father’s chosen plan. Unfortunately, those arguments never ended very 
well, and I had no desire to engage him.

I nodded politely and turned to leave, but he grabbed my arm and 
pulled me back into the study space. Uncomfortable with the contact, 
I tried to break free. He wasn’t taller than me but had a wiry physique, 
drawing me in real close so he could speak in my ear, “You have everyone 
fooled, don’t you Tahlia?”

I didn’t know what he was talking about.
While firmly holding my arm, he continued, “You never speak. You 

taunt us with your silence. But you bewitch me no longer. I know your 
game. I know the prophecy!” He then pulled slightly back and asked, “Do 
you possess any powers, Tahlia?”

I was scared and did not understand his question. What was he talking 
about? I tried to free myself from his grip once again, but he only pulled 
me closer, and I turned my head, trying to avoid his face.

“You’re hiding the truth, Tahlia. But I’ll find the proof I need. 
And when I do, I’m coming for you!” My silence seemed to disgust 
him, and he released my arm as if it weakened him. 

Shocked and unsettled by this encounter, I hurried back to the safety 
of Mary and Joseph.

••

MISSIONARY
Later in Father’s chamber, with my voice miraculously restored, once 
again, in his presence, I pleaded, “Please, Father! Can I be someplace 
safe away from Lucifer?”
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       Joseph and Mary had suggested I approach Father with such a request 
after having shared my encounter with Lucifer through osmosis. 
I'd immediately agreed, sought out Father and 
explained what had happened.
   A flicker of emotion crossed Father's face. He was silent for 
a moment, and when he spoke, I was shocked to hear what he had to say.

“No, Tahlia. It is time. Your calling concerns Lucifer and those that 
follow him.”

As I was about to protest, a rugged young fellow, one close to my age, 
entered Father’s chamber. His warm, larger-than-life presence 
was immediately and profoundly comforting.

“Tahlia,” said Father, “this is Alma. He will speak to Lucifer. He can 
protect you from Lucifer’s advances. But you must learn to be more bold. 
Do not be afraid to speak your mind. People will listen. The two of you 
will work together to gather my flock back into the fold.

“I have called together an army of missionaries for this 
purpose. You will each choose a companion, and together you will 
lead this army of missionaries in teaching truth to those that have 
strayed from the light. There is much work to be done.”

Ignoring Alma for the time being, I asked, “How can I fulfill such a 
calling?” Implying that I was still very weak and, without his presence, 
speechless.

Father replied, “I will give you a temporary healing so you can fulfill 
your calling. Your healing will also restore your voice.”

My lack of speech had really never been much of an issue for me 
until Lucifer had pointed it out so accusingly. It had just never occurred 
to me that I was different. I was a quiet being and didn’t really have much 
to say anyway. I felt foolish and naïve, though, as I wondered why no one 
had ever said anything to me about my seeming inability to speak, other 
than Lucifer. I might have wondered more about it, but I didn’t have 
time.
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Secret Followers

VOICE

A lma confronted Lucifer, and he agreed to leave me be. Now, 
powered by my own voice, I gained the confidence I needed 
and quickly learned how to handle myself whenever he was 

around. Still, I kept my distance. I wanted nothing to do with Lucifer, 
only those he managed to lead astray.

Our first official missionary task was to speak to Lucifer about our 
missionary efforts. Father did not want us working in secret. I was curi-
ous to see how Lucifer would respond to the proposal, but he actually 
welcomed it. His reply to Alma’s proposed parlay was something to the 
effect of, “Let the best man win!”

“This is like a game to him,” I whispered to Alma.
      As we walked home, though, Alma imparted, “Do not be fooled. 
Lucifer always thinks several moves ahead. He only feigned indifference 
at our interference because Father wills it. Also, he knows the pain we’ll 
feel at the loss of even one of Father’s flock. He’ll take pleasure in our 
pain as we come to love those we teach and still end up losing them.”
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I wasn’t sure how Lucifer could be so sure of himself. Though, I 
would come to find out that not all of Lucifer’s followers went with him 
willingly. There was blackmail, threats and lies factored into the deci-
sions of many. Lucifer was determined, and he used every trick in the 
book to build his following.

COMPANIONS
Our next task was to address the called and gathered missionaries. But 
first Alma and I needed to choose companions. As we mingled among 
the missionaries, two of them, Elias and Laurel, stood out as natu-
ral leaders. Both were blessed with a bright countenance, an 
easygoing friendliness and a natural sincerity that made their 
missionary work seem effortless. Even in the contrast of their hair color, 
Elias and Laurel complemented each other: Like rich molasses bread 
and sweet cream butter, they fed the Misled with their grace and charm.

Even before they had joined us as missionary companions, Elias and 
Laurel were well known and liked among the missionaries. Also, both 
had a very strong testimony and understanding of Father’s plan that sur-
passed most others. They both spoke with boldness and excitement as 
they shared their support for the work. As I realized they already knew 
many of those that had strayed, a peaceful feeling washed over me. And I 
knew we were ready to teach and lead our lost brothers and sisters home.

THE WORK
Alma and I reported to Joseph, our Missionary Captain, who then re-
ported directly to Father on our behalf. A capable leader, he sported 
formal kimono-style dress robes, which gave him a soldierly aura, as 
did his sharp but pleasant features and crisp yet civil manner. From the 
beginning, Joseph informed us that he would be better served as our 
captain from afar. He was concerned that those who had strayed would 
unduly influence his decisions. As such, he wanted only to have direct 
contact with Alma and myself.

We spent many hours in counsel with Joseph, telling him of all the 
missionary successes we enjoyed and failures we endured. He was always 
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close to his temporary quarters, a tent on the edge of the field that sepa-
rated the fold from the Misled. He was very well organized and knew 
all the missionaries by name. He also knew the names of those that had 
strayed, and they in turn knew him.

Alma and I relied on his guidance and the counsel he conveyed to us 
from Father. But I couldn’t help but wonder how different things would 
have been if he had chosen to serve with us in the mission field. Serving 
side-by-side was the only true way to understand those you served with, 
and I felt he could have been an even greater asset.

The work moved forward, and we brought many back into the fold. 
We came to realize that many who followed Lucifer only did so to help 
their loved ones. They just quietly blended in to hear and learn Lucifer’s 
teachings and then tried to convince their loved ones to return.

They were, in essence, secret missionaries. And we referred to them 
as Secret Followers. After hearing Lucifer’s mixed truths and lies, they 
would attempt to impress upon their loved ones the discrepancies in his 
plan for progression. But for many, Lucifer’s hold over them seemed 
absolute. As such, it was a long and arduous process of conversion for 
the missionaries.

The Secret Followers were a great asset, and they brought many to 
the truth through their dedicated efforts. We also got to know those 
who were closest to Lucifer, like Daegal and Dwayne, whose agendas felt 
wholly self-serving. Others, though, were of a more giving nature and 
had concerns about some of Lucifer’s methods. 

One such spirit was Lucas. As we got to know him, we realized that 
he had serious doubts about Lucifer’s idea of free will. When he was 
alone with us, he wanted to learn more about the probationary phase on 
Earth and Jehovah’s role in redeeming us. Lucas was fair in mind and 
features, thoughtful and intelligent, and we taught him many truths; I 
felt him turning toward the light.

Alma was right about Lucifer’s view of our missionary efforts. There 
were times when our work brought us great joy, but we also felt great sor-
row when those we taught slipped away. It was at times like these that I 
came to understand the importance of a companion.
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Laurel felt the sorrow, just as I did, but she was better able to rise 
above it. Her ability to hold on to joy and release pain helped me do the 
same. She also taught me the importance of having fun and to take an 
occasional break to heal. After such a break, we always returned with 
a renewed desire and focus in our efforts to teach those who were still 
struggling with Father’s plan for Earth. I noticed that Elias helped 
Alma in a similar manner.

I celebrated my nineteenth birthday in the mission field. It was a 
brief and fun distraction, but we were eager to return to our work. I grew 
to rely on Alma’s calm and caring demeanor. He had a way with people 
and was a natural leader. The other missionaries looked up to him as 
an example and went to him for the kind and brotherly support they so 
often needed. Alma was a morale builder, and it was an honor serving 
with him. He was the right person, at the right place, at the right time.

••

FRIENDS
Several friends who’d made an impact on my life on Earth started emerging in my pre-physical 
memories. Elias — my friend who’d died and then visited me with his letter request for the  
funeral — was one of them. For the purposes of this book and for privacy’s sake, I chose to use 
his celestial name for both Heaven and Earth. 
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Twilight

SUBTERFUGE

W e were having a meeting with the missionaries in a rustic 
outdoor amphitheater. As Alma addressed the congrega-
tion, a Secret Follower approached me and led me aside out 

of hearing distance from the others. His name was Cary, and his usually 
sturdy stature drooped in fear and agitation.

When I asked him what was wrong, he said, “Lucifer just threatened 
Celina’s safety, and I cannot find her anywhere. He said if I didn’t get 
you to meet him at the boardwalk alone at the twilight hour . . . they 
would hurt her!”

Celina was Cary’s betrothed, and I knew and loved them both. Cary, 
with his strong and steady nature, had been helping us teach Celina 
along with some of the other Misled. I knew his fear must be justified to 
affect him so.

“I don’t know what to do, Tahlia. On pain of death, he said we must 
tell no one, and I’m to return and report at the docks immediately!” 
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   Before I could formulate a response, Cary turned abruptly, his 
hair shifting like an ebony porcupine in the haste of his 
departure. Having delivered Lucifer's message, it seemed he wanted no 
part, understandably, in any true call-to-action. The decision 
was mine to make alone.

I walked back over to stand next to Laurel, and she asked me what 
Cary was so distressed about. I told her not to worry, that I took care of it. 
She looked concerned but then turned her attention back to Alma and 
the missionary meeting.

I was deep in thought, considering the consequences of meeting with 
Lucifer, when Daegal, Lucifer’s closest ally, interrupted the proceed-
ings. An electric sensation filled the air as the missionaries noticed the 
imposing figure speaking quietly with Alma. Once they were finished 
conversing, Alma, with arms upraised, silenced the missionaries, and 
then motioned for all of us to follow him.

Laurel touched my arm and said, “Come, Tahlia. We need to go!” I 
looked at her and said, “You go on ahead. There’s Elias. Go catch up to 
him. I need to speak to Joseph about something.”

I could tell she didn’t like the idea, but she left with Elias as I had 
asked. I realized it would be twilight soon, and I had a bit of a walk if I 
was to reach the docks in time.

••

LUCAS
Lucas was hurrying to Joseph’s tent with an urgent message. Because 
of the missionary meeting, Joseph was the only one available to hear 
him. He was very upset, and as soon as he entered, he pleaded, “We 
need to talk to Alma; Tahlia’s in grave danger!”

Joseph stood from his desk and asked, “What do you mean?”
Lucas quickly told Joseph, “I overheard Lucifer and Dwayne 

talking about luring Tahlia to a deserted area, somewhere near the 
boardwalk, so that they could harm her and fulfill some prophecy!”

“Hurt Tahlia! Why? What would be their purpose?” Joseph asked.
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“I do not know,” said Lucas, “but I tell you, it’s true!”
Joseph just stood there studying Lucas.
“You must believe me! They said that they were planning to do it 

tomorrow night, at twilight.”
“Lucas,” said Joseph, evenly, after a long pause, “if what you say 

is true, there’s plenty of time to consult Father. I will leave to discuss 
it with him at once. Please excuse me.” 

And just like that, Joseph exited the tent and disappeared over 
the horizon. With twilight fast approaching, Lucas felt a sharp un-
ease that he was somehow unwittingly part of an elaborate setup. 
Having an unmistakable urgency to allay his fears and head to the 
boardwalk himself but knowing he was no match against Lucifer and 
Dwayne, Lucas knew he had no choice but to interrupt Alma from his 
important work, mid-speech.

Yet, when he reached the pavilion where the missionary meeting 
was supposed to be taking place, everyone was gone. Something was 
most definitely wrong. More sure than ever, he made haste for the 
docks. Lucas didn’t know where Alma and the missionaries had gone 
off to, but he wasn’t about to do nothing.

••

ALMA
Alma knew, as he arrived at the gathering along with Elias and 
Laurel, that they had their hands full. They had finally deciphered 
from the scared and confused commentary coming from the 
Misled, that Lucifer’s followers had assembled to hear Daegal and 
Lucifer in a heated, public debate. There was now a rift between 
the two regarding Earth. Daegal had accused Lucifer of lying about 
conditions on Earth and having a hidden agenda, and Lucifer had 
passionately defended his plan to save them all. And since Lucifer’s 
followers had also come to trust Daegal, they no longer knew whom 
to believe. 
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At some point during the confusion, Lucifer had disappeared 
and was nowhere to be found. Daegal had disappeared himself after 
warning Alma about the discord amongst the Misled.

Alma knew the lost and agitated crowd could easily get out of 
control. So he asked Elias, Laurel and the rest of the missionar-
ies to circulate among the crowd and calm everyone down. Noting 
Tahlia’s absence, he caught up to Laurel and asked, “Where is 
Tahlia?”

“She had to go see Joseph about something.”
“Why would Tahlia go see Joseph without me?” asked Alma.
Laurel had no answer for him and continued to mingle among the 

crowd, answering questions. Alma, though knowing he had no reason 
to doubt Tahlia’s words or actions, felt uneasy about her absence. But 
having an urgent matter at hand, he reluctantly focused his consider-
able attentions on guiding the now torn Misled back to Father.

••

AMBUSH
When I reached the docks, I could hear the sound of water lapping 
against the boardwalk. I continued walking, brushing my hand along 
the side of the ships as they swayed and rolled with the gentle waves. My 
hand slowed on the sleek wood, as my fingers traced the intricate carv-
ings of the stately vessel, and I marveled at their craftsmanship.

Although I did not frequent this area, the sound of the water had 
always soothed me. In the dimming light, I looked out across the ocean, 
which seemed to go on forever. The vast expanse overwhelmed my senses, 
and I wished to see land in the distance to somehow acclimate and bal-
ance myself in the spot I was in.

My reverie was broken by the thought of my purpose at the docks. A 
sense of foreboding filled me, and I wondered at my decision to come 
alone. But then I turned my head and saw Cary. He was standing in 
the distance, obviously still distraught. He had to know I would come. I 
would never let anyone hurt Celina.
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Cary, sensing my approach, turned in my direction and began shak-
ing his head and motioning for me to retreat. 

Confused by his antics, I called out, “Where’s Lucifer?”
“Tahlia, I’m here.” came Lucifer’s silky voice from behind, “Are you 

looking for me?” 
Turning to face him, I responded, “Yes, Lucifer, I am. Why do you 

threaten Cary and Celina? They are your followers.”
Lucifer laughed, menacingly, and said, “I do not know who my true 

followers are anymore, and I blame you.”
“Why do you blame me?” I asked, as I belatedly realized that I was the 

true purpose of the ruse.
“It’s your destiny,” Lucifer responded, “to interfere with my plans. 

Never you mind, though, winged one, I have all the proof I need. It is time.”
I could not understand his obsession with me, or his implication 

that I had wings. He had a whole army of missionaries to blame for his 
setbacks, not to mention Father. Nevertheless, it was clear that he viewed 
me as a threat. My worst fears were realized as Dwayne’s hulking silhou-
ette stepped into view. He was Lucifer’s heavy.

“You promised you would not hurt her!” yelled Cary from behind me.
“I lied!” snapped Lucifer. “Now go keep watch, or we’ll do the same 

to your precious Celina.”
Lucifer’s look and tone was to command instant obedience, and it 

carried a darkness I had never before heard.
To my surprise, I heard Cary say, “No!”
I turned to him, touching his hand, and said, “It’s okay, Cary. Do as 

he says.” He could do nothing to help me; he was outnumbered, and it 
was me they wanted.

As I turned to face Lucifer, I heard Cary slowly walk to his post. I 
now realized how crafty Lucifer had been in orchestrating this entire 
ambush, of drawing me away and distracting my companions. I won-
dered why he was so intent on hurting me.

••
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TRAVEL
I have experienced instantaneous travel during my NDEs and OBEs. In my pre-physical memo-
ries, though, I only recall traveling in a manner similar to here on Earth.
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Second Chance

LUCAS

A s Lucas reached the boardwalk, a muffled scream caught 
his attention. Making haste in that direction, Lucas came 
upon a scene that stopped him in his tracks. 

With only a moment’s hesitation, Lucas barreled towards Lucifer 
and Dwayne roaring, “Stop hurting her at once!”

Stunned, Lucas found himself on his backside on the ground; 
he’d bounced back unexpectedly, some invisible barrier blocking his 
path.

Shaking off the buzzing sensation, he stood and approached it 
more carefully this time. The barrier surrounded Tahlia and her 
tormentors like a domed force field, and he could find no way to pen-
etrate it; the only visible sign of its existence were inaccessible rocks 
evenly spaced within the perimeter of the force field. 

“Are you both insane?” Lucas yelled, pounding his fists on 
the invisible dome, sick at heart at what he was witnessing, “You’ll 
kill her!”
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Tahlia was trapped in there, at the mercy of two wicked men, and 
there was nothing he could do to stop them.

Helpless, he looked around and caught sight of Cary, pacing off 
in the distance by the docks, clearly oblivious to Lucas’ arrival.

Lucas called out, “Cary!” as he ran to catch up.
“Lucas! It’s Tahlia! We must find a way to stop them!”
“Father’s her only hope now,” replied Lucas, 
propelling them, forthwith, in that very direction.

••

In Father’s spacious receiving chamber, Lucas and Cary reported 
to Father everything that had occurred. They pleaded with him to 
help Tahlia.

Father quieted their concerns, relating that Joseph was already 
in transit to retrieve Tahlia, then reported that Celina was safe and 
sent Cary away to be with her. Soon after, Joseph walked into Father’s 
chamber carrying Tahlia swathed in a blanket.

Lucas, having stepped back when Joseph entered with Tahlia, 
watched the heart-breaking scene from a short distance away. He ten-
tatively stepped closer to the lifeless figure placed at Father’s feet. 
But Father called him even closer, “Lucas, come here. Look and see 
the evil Lucifer has wrought upon my beloved daughter.”

Lucas came forward and knelt next to Tahlia. In utter despair at 
his inability to save her, he solemnly asked, “Is she dead?”

Father looked at him, knowing he already knew the answer. 
“I’m responsible, Father,” cried Lucas, “I should have found a way 

to stop them, and now it is too late.”
Father walked to Lucas and raised him to his feet with a gentle touch 

and said, “Lucas, I know your heart. It’s not too late. Do you now serve me?”
“Yes Father,” answered Lucas, “I serve you now, as I should have 

from the beginning.”
“Then, my son, you have made your choice. Now you must make 

another.”
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Lucas looked at Tahlia and then back at Father. “Can you heal 
her?” he asked.

“A life for a life, Lucas,” replied Father. “It’s the only way. Are 
you willing to give your life to save hers?”

Lucas looked to Joseph, who could only watch in confusion, but 
Lucas understood Father’s meaning.

He bowed his head and said, “Yes.”

••

DESPAIR
As I slowly awoke from unconsciousness, although deaf and blind from 
my injuries, I could sense what was happening around me. I knew I was 
outdoors in a private cavern, that Father was watching over me, and that 
I’d been only partially healed.

Fully awake now but disoriented from the trauma, I tried to get up but 
could only crawl. Eventually, I managed to stand, but I was hunched over 
and unsteady. It was the best I could do though. The pain was excruciating. 
I staggered around, calling out for Thomas over and over again. I knew I 
wouldn’t make it if he didn’t come. For I had remembered him during the 
assault, and I needed him most desperately.

Finally, just as I was about to collapse, I sensed someone standing in 
front of me. I saw then, with my mind’s eye, that it was Thomas. He had 
come to care for me and heal me! I wept in his arms, feeling his healing 
touch.

But then my perception suddenly shifted. Now it was not Thomas, 
but only Joseph. “No! I cannot make it without him!” I silently screamed.

Once again, though, Joseph and Mary had come to care for me, and 
I fell into their arms. I was devastated.

••
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SACRIFICE
Lucas gave up his life on Earth to save me. This was a true and honorable sacrifice, for he was 
not at all accountable, but he chose to be the responsible party. He fully followed Father now 
and desired a body as much as the rest of us. But by Universal Law, to save me, a price had to 
be paid for such a killing, a compensatory sacrifice had to be made. The deal Lucas made with 
Father included Lucas being cast out with Lucifer and his followers.

It is my understanding that Father apprised Lucas of the plan that would right the scale 
and offer a second chance to those who had been misled and cast out. This second chance 
would be offered in compliance and accordance to the Savior’s atonement and under the 
direction of Father. Only God can judge the justice and mercy of such an act and the rightness 
within the plan. Everyone worthy deserves a second chance. It seems those of us physically on 
Earth get a seemingly endless supply of second chances, deserved or not.

As I’ve pondered words like kill or die, when used in relation to spirits, I’ve not known 
exactly what that means. I could only surmise that the results of such intents to harm were some-
thing akin to an existence between coma and death in degrees. With the higher degrees requiring 
certain sacrifices for healing. It’s important to remember that although Father has omnipotence 
and the ability to heal, he will always be bound by agency and the consequences choice incurs.
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The Seven

LAUREL

L aurel was surprised, to say the least, when Daegal returned 
to the gathered crowd of Misled, denouncing Lucifer and 
declaring his allegiance to Father. As he invited any of 

Lucifer’s followers to do the same, Laurel wondered at his hidden 
motives. Nonetheless, she was thankful that Daegal’s defection 
served as an inspiration for many of the Fence Sitters amongst the 
Misled. But still, most of the Misled stayed loyal to Lucifer and 
chose to wait for him there.

As Laurel gathered together those that desired to serve Father, 
Alma discerned a message;  Father was calling his missionaries 
home and asked Alma to accompany them.

Laurel took note of how quickly things could change and won-
dered if Tahlia had been called home as well.

Before Alma left, he delivered instructions from Father, 
charging Laurel, Elias and the vast majority of Secret Followers 
with transitioning the gathered Fence Sitters back to the light.
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As Laurel and Elias led the group to a special area set aside for the 
transition, she reflected on the Secret Followers who’d stayed behind 
for the sake of a loved one, pondering such a profound sacrifice.

Grateful to be given an opportunity to continue her missionary 
work alongside Elias, Laurel helped the gathered group settle into an 
area resembling a dormitory of sorts, set up with classrooms and sleep-
ing chambers.

Laurel felt a peaceful assurance as they were welcomed by Light-
Gatherers who specialized in empathic healing. Leah, the lead 
Light-Gatherer, gifted in helping those whose fear and feelings of 
unworthiness bound them, was a great asset to their work.

As the Fence Sitters flourished under their loving care, Laurel 
developed a deep kinship with Leah, whose demeanor and appearance 
mirrored her own. And together, like proud mothers whose children 
were leaving their nests, they watched as one by one the Misled’s light 
shined bright enough to rejoin the flock without preamble.

••

HIDE AND SEEK
This included Daegal, who feigned acceptance per a personal agenda. As, I’m sure, did 
some others. Father knew this, of course, and allowed it for his own purposes.

••

ALMA
A special council was convened to determine what should be done 
with Lucifer and his remaining followers. As Alma entered the 
chamber, he noticed Captain Joseph sitting solemnly at the grand 
yet rustic roundtable, as were many other wise and noble spirits.

Alma was shocked to hear a brief report regarding 
Tahlia, before the business at hand. He had tried to ask 
about her whereabouts but had never received an answer. As the 
details unfolded, he was outraged to learn of Lucifer and 
Dwayne’s heinous act.
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Alma wanted to stand and shout, “His acts cannot go unpun-
ished! Lucifer and his followers must be cast out!”

After all Lucifer had done, Alma did not understand what 
Father was waiting for. Nevertheless, he could not deny the sanc-
tity of their missionary work and how it had saved many precious 
souls who’d been lost under Lucifer’s tutelage. It seemed Father 
had his reasons for postponing the inevitable.

As the council discussed their next step, Alma knew he was not 
alone in his conviction. All that had transpired concerning 
Lucifer’s pride, rebellion and betrayal abhorred everyone 
present. It was time. The vote was unanimous.

••

MEMORIES
When I awoke in the adobe home Joseph and Mary cared for me in, I had 
been healed even further and had only a vague memory of the assault. 
Everything was a blur. And, once again, I had no memories of Thomas 
or any of my childhood.

While recuperating, I was called to meet with Father. As I arrived, 
Captain Joseph was departing the council chamber. Startled to see me, 
he tried to say something, but just couldn’t seem to find the words. I felt 
bad for him, for his part in retrieving me, but I was still in a state of 
shock. He recovered by touching my arm and nodding his head 
in greeting. Then, he was gone. 

I entered Father’s chamber, and he got right to the point, “It 
would be best for your healing if you were veiled of the assault.” He then 
told me of the decision to cast Lucifer and his followers out and that, 
besides Lucas and Cary, only those in the council knew of the attack.

Knowing I didn’t have the strength or will to live with what was done 
to me, I accepted Father’s offer of a veil.

A NEW CALLING
After the veiling, Father called for Alma. I noticed Alma seemed up-
set and overly concerned for me, and I wasn’t sure why. I thought it was 
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because he could tell I was weak and didn’t feel well. I also thought he 
might be trying to come to terms with Father’s decision to end our mis-
sionary work by casting out all of Lucifer’s followers.

Honestly, I wasn’t even sure how I felt about Father’s decision. Like 
Alma, I thought we would have more time.

While I was pondering these things, Father explained, “Lucifer and 
his followers have yet to be fully cast out. They are transitionally separated 
from us in darkness.”

He solemnly looked at me and then at Alma and asked, “Will you go 
to the darkness and bring back those that are there under duress 
before Lucifer and his followers are truly cast out?”

Feeling our acceptance, Father added, “I will bless you both with 
protection from the darkness, and from Lucifer.”

I asked, “How will we identify those who are under duress?”
Father replied, “They will have a mark on their foreheads. Tahlia, 

you will go in and bring back the female spirits. Alma, you will go in and 
bring back the male spirits.”

We both nodded in understanding, so Father continued, “I have set 
aside several rooms for you to live in while you teach them. And when 
their light is sufficient, you may return with them into the fold. They 
will enter the flock unnoticed. This is to be a personal mission for each of 
you, and you alone. Do you accept?”

I realized, and knew Alma did too, that ‘no’ really wasn’t an option. 
Sure, we had a choice, but how could we turn our backs to such a need. 
We accepted the calling, but again, I could tell Alma was concerned for 
me. He even seemed angry that Father asked me to participate in such an 
important and delicate mission.

Before Father addressed Alma’s concerns, he dismissed me, and I 
was fine with it. The meeting had tired me out, and I needed to rest 
before I started this new mission with Alma. Later, Alma came to see 
me. He seemed much surer of my participation after his meeting with 
Father, though they did talk for a very long time.

••
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MARKED
I entered the darkness through an opening, like a door, and Alma en-
tered through another. The atmosphere wasn’t totally opaque, but ev-
erything had a depressing gray cast about it. It was eerily quiet. I saw 
Lucifer sitting at a table, and Alma went over to speak to him. The con-
versation was meant to be a distraction, but I could tell that Lucifer knew 
what was going on.

As my eyes adjusted, I began to see the marked female spirits I was to 
return with; a soft, spherical patch of light emanated from their fore-
heads. There seemed to be thirty-seven of them (at least in contrast to my un-
derstanding of such things). And after I gathered them in, lining them up at my 
door, I noticed seven women at the end of the line that seemed too afraid 
to leave.

I discerned that Lucifer had targeted these seven women and threat-
ened them with unspeakable acts if they left with me, acts he would per-
petrate upon them during their lives on Earth if they returned to Father 
and received bodies.

At first I didn’t know what to do. All I knew was that Father told 
me to return with all the marked ones, and these seven women were 
marked. The fact that they refused to go, out of fear, revealed the depths 
of Lucifer’s treachery, and I was more determined than ever to help 
these seven women.

Then an idea came to me. I quickly checked with Father through dis-
cernment and felt his hesitant approval. I understood it was my choice, 
but again it didn’t feel like a choice. I couldn’t leave the women behind. 
So I asked the seven, “If I promise to take on Lucifer’s threats — those 
things that Lucifer cursed against you while on Earth — will you come 
with me?”

They all looked shocked that I would do such a thing for them, but 
they were nevertheless relieved, and said, “Yes!”

I immediately departed with the women, and we quickly, without au-
dience, arrived at the rooms Father had set aside for us. Alma arrived 
just a moment later, and I sensed that he had made a similar promise for 
an unknown number of men in his group. I didn’t learn what threats he 
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promised to take on for the men, but I was sure they were equally horrid. 
We both understood that nothing left the hands of Lucifer that wasn’t 
entirely dishonorable.

••

WEIGHT
It is my understanding that Father allowed Lucifer’s threats to hold weight. I can’t say exactly 
why. I would say it may have to do with agency and consequence, for the Adversary and 
his counterbalance is part of the plan. It may be true that if those who had been threatened, 
had faith in Father and left anyway — they would have been protected. But I am not 
convinced of that. I do know the threats held weight here on Earth, and a price was paid for 
them.
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FLOCK

I was with the f lock again, and the marked ones were blending in 
splendidly. But I felt isolated and alone. Alma was called back 
to where Father dwells, past the Great Gate. He was with Mary, 

Joseph and the others, while I felt as though I’d been cast out myself. I 
didn’t know what I was supposed to be doing or even where I belonged.

I saw a line of male spirits going into a temporary chamber Father 
had set up, and I was aghast as understanding dawned. The spirits were 
being interviewed, and one was to be selected as an Earthly mate for me. 
It was part of the debt I’d incurred from one of the seven women, and I 
was surprised to learn it was taking shape already.

I knew they were all being told how difficult the marriage would be 
on Earth, for I could hear the conversations, but none of them seemed 
to believe it would be that bad. They seemed inordinately assured that 
they could rise above whatever challenge came their way. Some incentive 
was being offered that I did not understand.
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I saw one of my ‘seven’ watching the line of suitors as they ad-
vanced into the temporary chamber. Like me, she looked sad and up-
set. It was all very confusing. I wanted to go talk to her, but Father 
mind-spoke to me and told me I mustn’t interfere, that I couldn’t 
speak to her.

I felt like a pawn on a giant chessboard. The lack of control I had 
over my existence seemed even more poignant now that I’d witnessed a 
selection process for an Earthly marriage that I had no part in choosing. 
For reasons I didn’t yet fully understand, it was an important part of the 
sacrifice I took upon myself when I rescued the seven. Therefore it was 
necessary and would be written into my life plan.

WILDFLOWERS
Confused and distraught, I just wanted to get away. A field of wildflow-
ers in the distance flickered in and out of my view, and I decided to walk 
toward it. Again, something caught my eye — the twinkle of glass in the 
bright sunlight — but just as quickly it was gone.

Then, in a breath, I was standing before a room made of clear glass 
walls. Little spirit children were sitting at tables in the room, busily 
working on some kind of craft project that involved flowers.

A young girl, who looked to be the oldest of all the little spirits, no-
ticed me and smiled. Then inexplicably she picked up a flower and threw 
it towards me, right through the glass, and it landed magically at my feet. 
As I bent down to pick up the flower, the young girl, in an instant, was 
somehow standing before me. She took my hand in hers and morphed us 
through the glass wall and into the classroom.

As soon as I stepped inside the classroom, the glass walls darkened 
and resumed a look of normal walls. I understood then that this class-
room was hidden from view again. The little girl promptly walked me 
across the room and sat me in a chair next to a male spirit.

BELONGING
I knew the young man was the children’s caregiver, and I found it a little 
amusing that a man would be given such a calling. Then, to my added 
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surprise, the little girl took my hand with the flower in it and placed it 
in the man’s hand. It seemed, to her, the most natural thing to do, but I 
didn’t know what to do or say.

“My name is Katie,” came her sweet little voice, “This is Matty. 
What’s your name?” I tried to speak, but realized, once again, I’d lost 
my voice. That small inconvenience didn’t deter Katie for a second. She 
smiled and said, “It’s alright, just write it down.”

I smiled in reply, picked up a piece of colored chalk with my free 
hand, and on a small slate, wrote my name. Katie looked at the board 
and said, “Tahlia. That’s a pretty name.” Then, she gave me a great big 
hug.

Matty watched this whole interchange with slight amusement, nev-
er letting go of my hand. Then he took charge of the children, asking 
them to clean up for outside playtime. There was a f lurry of activity 
as the little ones laughed and talked as they began to put away their 
craft projects into colorful cubbies stacked along the wall. When they 
finished, they headed outside, giggling with sidelong glances as they 
looked at me still holding hands with Matty.

Matty, now standing, seemed to come aware of what all the fuss was 
about and looked at our hands. Thankfully, he didn’t release my hand 
but instead smiled and said, “It’s okay, Tahlia. You’re safe here. You can 
come outside if you like.”

I looked outside and saw the field of wildflowers I’d glimpsed be-
forehand. Further up, on the side of a low grassy hill, sat a swing-set. It 
was a pleasant idea, to go outside, but I felt frozen in place.

With a slight tug at my hand, I looked up to see Matty gently urging 
me to my feet. I felt foggy, like I was in a dream, but I let him lead me 
outside and into the fresh air. Sounds of the children playing jostled me 
out of my fog, and I joined Matty in playing with the little ones on the 
field.

Matty and I were sitting in the grass as the children happily wound 
flowers together to make a crown. Their enthusiasm was infectious and 
as their laughter tinkled in the air, I knew that this was where I belonged.
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Betrothed

LITTLE ONE

I don’t remember how long I stayed with Matty and the little ones, 
but it felt like the most natural thing in the world. It was a won-
derful time, a healing time, and I loved every minute of it.

One day, while I was rocking a little one for a nap, Heavenly Mother, 
in her statuesque gentility, came to visit. She often dropped in to check 
on her children and to converse with Matty. As was customary, she had 
played outside awhile with the older ones before coming inside.

As she talked with Matty, I could tell the conversation centered on 
me. Not wanting to be the focus of such a serious conversation, I closed 
my eyes and thought about how much the little ones loved Matty. He was 
so good with them, and he loved them like they were his own.

I realized, then, how much Heavenly Father and Mother must have 
trusted him to allow him to care for their precious little spirits. I regret-
ted finding his calling amusing and wished I could stay there forever.
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Of course they chose Matty; he was the most loving spirit I knew. I 
found myself wishing I could stay and be like one of his little ones in-
stead of going down to Earth for my own test and to pay the seven debts.

ALONE
It was a new day, and everyone was playing outside. Matty and I were sit-
ting on the grassy hillside, and a few little ones were making crowns with 
the wildflowers. Katie put her flowery crown on my head, and the other 
children began to climb up and over me to try and get it.

Overrun by the wave of little ones, I fell back, flushed, a little over-
come. They turned their attention to Matty, climbing on him like mon-
keys. He countered with tickling and then corralled them into a giant bear 
hug. They loved the attention, and I couldn’t help but smile at their joy.

As I watched Matty with the children, I felt an invisible curtain, 
somehow separating me from their joy. And it dawned on me that my 
debt was too ugly to share. And though I sensed Matty somehow under-
stood my struggle, how the enormity of it weighed upon me, I still felt 
very much alone in my purpose. 

As a feeling of hopelessness washed over me, I struggled to contain 
the deluge welling up inside of me. As soon as Matty went inside with the 
little ones, I wept openly. Engulfed by the memory of nightmares that 
had plagued me so recently, I became aware of the evil that was done to 
me on the boardwalk and wondered how I could ever forget.

I found myself stumbling towards the upper field where the dense 
wildflowers grew. And when I reached them, I continued on. I never 
wanted to stop running. Ever.

I fell to the ground, sick and exhausted. Breathing heavily through 
my torrent, I continued to sob as I desperately tried to catch my breath. 
In a desolation of soul, I willed myself into non-existence. A terrible 
weariness washed over me, and I fell into a deep sleep, a dreamless sleep. 
When I finally awoke, I didn’t know what time it was, and I didn’t care. 
I had lost all hope.
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QUESTION
I could feel Matty sitting next to me, though I wasn’t sure how long he’d 
been there. My back was leaning against some very dense and rough 
bushes that bordered the upper field. I was curled up next to him and 
dared not look up at him.

I couldn’t believe what he was saying, “I’ve just come from Father. 
I asked him for your hand in betrothal.” Matty paused and added, “He 
said it was your decision. That you had to choose.” He sighed and gently 
touched my shoulder. “Am I wrong, Tahlia? You were thinking about it 
earlier today, were you not?”

Matty laid down next to me and with great tenderness and a little 
trepidation, he said, “Tahlia, please look at me. Who would you choose?”

I tilted my face to his and somehow found my voice, “You, Matty. If I 
were to choose, I would choose you. But you don’t understand. If you knew 
everything that’s happened to me, you wouldn’t want me. No one would.”

Matty brushed my tears away with his thumbs. “I do know every-
thing,” he replied. “I’ve known for quite a while now. Mother told me 
about your seven debts, and Father just told me about what happened to 
you on the boardwalk.”

“It is too much to ask of you or anyone.”
      “But Tahlia,” he said, “you’re not asking me; I’m asking you. Will you 
be my betrothed? Do you love me enough to want to be with me forever?”

HOPE
“Why would you want me, Matty?” I said, completely bewildered by his 
love for me. “I’m damaged, and I don’t even know if I’ll be able to en-
dure all that I’ve agreed to take on. I truly fear for my sanity.”

Matty looked at me tenderly and said, “You haven’t answered my 
question Tahlia.”

“Yes,” I said. “You’re the only one I would ever choose. But why 
would you take all of this on? You have a choice to walk away. I do not.”

“I love you Tahlia,” he said. “I will not let you go through this alone. 
What kind of man would I be if I just left you to deal with all of this 
alone? I won’t leave you.”
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I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. Hope entered my heart, and I 
crumbled into his arms sobbing. He stroked my hair, tucking a strand 
behind my ear while he held me. When I finally calmed down, Matty lay 
on his back next to me and held my hand while he talked about the stars 
and the constellations in the night sky. It felt so familiar, so right, and 
his voice had a healing effect on me. He had given me hope for the future, 
our future.

I was still afraid I’d fail Father and all those who were relying on me. 
But I thought, with Matty, I might just make it. Only time would tell, 
time and effort.

As the days passed, the nightmares got worse. And when we weren’t 
busy with the children, Matty spent a lot of time comforting me while I 
tried to come to terms with the assault. Eventually, though, the 
nightmares subsided, and we started talking about our betrothal. We also 
talked a lot about what was going to be expected of me on Earth.

••

ALMA
Alma was incensed as he made his way to Father’s temporary chamber. 
Once inside, Alma paced back and forth, hands clasped behind his 
back, trying to come to terms with all that had transpired.
     Finally, Alma paused. Looking at Father with intent, he asked, 
“Why are Tahlia’s debts so monstrous compared to mine? There has 
to be a way to fix this terrible imbalance. This is so wrong Father; 
you must know that it is wrong. She’ll never survive. No one could.”

“She can, Alma. And with Thomas’ help she has a very good chance.”
“Thomas? What does he have to do with this?” asked Alma confused.
“Thomas and Tahlia are betrothed,” Father explained, “Do you 

remember Tahlia from school, Alma?”
“No,” he replied.
“You will now,” said Father, compassion in his eyes.

••
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DEBTS
I set out to find Alma, for I could feel his frustration with Father and his 
desperation to somehow help me. He had returned from Earth knowing 
how gravely his debts had affected him and sought for a greater under-
standing of the scope and scale of the debts I would face in retrospect 
and comparison; he was simply concerned for my well-being.

I found him outside Father’s temporary quarters. He was so deep in 
thought; he barely seemed to notice me. I sat down next to him, unsure 
of what to say or do. I sure appreciated him being on my side, fighting 
for me even. But the awful truth was, that I had to do this on my own.

I, tentatively, touched his arm and said, “I’m so sorry Alma, but 
there’s nothing you can do.” I was spent in every way.

Alma turned to me, his tawny eyes discerning mine and said, 
“I understand now. Thomas is your chance, your equalizer. You 
two were inseparable, even from birth.”

As he stood to leave, I wondered what he meant. I still had no 
memory of my time before Joseph and Mary.

And with a friendly squeeze of my shoulder, he offered a parting 
glance and walked away. 
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Married

CHAMBER

A t age twenty, Father united Matty and me in marriage, which 
was unusual as far as I understood. Father said it was necessary 
for me to have a normal, happy experience of love and inti-

macy so that I could heal from the assault and have hope that I may en-
dure the trials I would face on Earth. He also said that our unity would 
protect us and apply some control over Lucifer. But most importantly, 
he said that it would give us a better chance of finding each other on 
Earth. My thoughts were less optimistic than Father’s. I wondered if we’d 
even make it that far.

After the sacred ceremony, we were given a simple chamber of our 
own far from the flock, filled with silvery daffodils and exquisite silky 
material draped beautifully throughout.

The only other places we visited, were Father at his temporary cham-
ber and the children at their hidden little sanctuary. Sometimes Matty 
would stay and continue to visit with the little ones while I conferred 
with Father about my life on Earth and my seven debts. One day, I said 
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my goodbyes to Matty and the children and headed towards Father’s tem-
porary chamber.

CHESS
As I walked, I reflected on Alma’s warning about Lucifer, how he always 
thought several moves ahead. I was sickened to realize that Lucifer must 
have somehow known that his threats to the seven would end up trans-
ferring to me. He also somehow understood that it would be the seventh 
debt, the last one, which would do me in. Because I would be so weakened 
and scarred by the first six debts during my childhood, it was this prear-
ranged marriage, the seventh debt, which scared me the most. 

I came to a realization that I had to tell Father that I could not handle 
the marriage debt. I was willing to take on all the other debts, everything 
from the other six women, but I feared I would lose myself in this afflicted 
marriage and hinder my chance to be with Matty forever.

Nevertheless, I was nervous. I had never before said no to Father, 
and I was making myself ill over it. When I entered his temporary cham-
ber, I told him that I couldn’t fulfill my debt to the seventh female.

Father responded by showing me — in looking-glass fashion — what 
would happen if I didn’t carry out the seven debts in their entirety. And 
I was horrified to see the consequences. It seemed a suffering I couldn’t 
even fathom would somehow ensue if I didn’t carry out all the debts to 
the very end. Confounded at such dire repercussions if I failed, I braced 
for the next revelation.

I was shown glimpses of my Earthly trials, including the afflicted 
marriage. Then, my Anela Preliminary Phase with Calell was revealed, 
along with my childhood with Thomas — that he was Calell — that I chose 
him even before I knew him as Thomas, even before I was born a Human 
spirit and grew up with him until we were thirteen. I saw Petrolis and the 
prophecy, the imbalance, and all that would be lost if I failed. My veils 
were lifted, and I was allowed to see and remember everything. Well, ev-
erything Father wanted me to remember anyway.
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FATE
Father knew I would have no choice but to go forward with the seventh 
debt after what he showed me. Irate, I prodded him concerning the 
seeming absence of my free will and demanded to know if I was only 
created for abuse. Crestfallen, in my little girl voice, I reached out for a 
lifeline and squeaked, “The only thing I care about is Matty.”

He listened to my outburst and said, plainly, lovingly, “Tahlia, you 
know that isn’t true.”

“You’re right,” I said. “It’s not. You have used my faith, my loyalty, my 
empathy and my love for others against me. And it will be my undoing. Why 
have you done this to me? Do you want me to fail? Is that part of your plan?”

“Tahlia, you have Thomas, he is all you need to succeed.”
“And if I don’t, if the last debt is more than I can handle, what then? 

They’ll all still suffer, and I’ll have endured it for nothing. Why, Father? 
Why?”

He sat silently as I considered my fate. I couldn’t believe this was 
happening. I couldn’t comprehend such a future.

Desperate, I asked, “How long will the seventh debt last? Do I make 
it? Do I find Matty? Will he find me? Do we get to be together on 
Earth?”

“Tahlia, my daughter, I have given you all that you will need. I will 
always be with you, helping you.”

Frantic, I bawled, “That’s not an answer!”
Father continued to look at me serenely; his face devoid of all but 

love and compassion, and it exasperated me, “You’re not going to tell 
me, are you?”

He shook his head tenderly, and I said, “I saw who you selected for 
me . . . what the marriage looks like. How hopeless and lost we both feel. 
No matter how hard we try, we can’t give each other what we need. It’s 
not really living. It’s only surviving. My childhood will be riddled with 
abuse. And then the marriage debt . . . it will be so painful for both of 
us, not to mention our children! No one can survive that. No one can 
live such a life and stay sane!”
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CHANCE
“You can Tahlia,” said Father. “Only you can. That’s why it has to be 
you. You’re the only one with a chance.”

“A chance?” I asked, deflated. “I’m going to Earth with the knowl-
edge that I have only a chance of surviving? All those lives hang in the 
balance on a chance? Even unveiled it’s unlikely that I’d make it, and you 
expect me to succeed veiled?” I brought my hands to my face and said in 
defeat, “I will surely kill myself.”

“No, Tahlia, you will know it is wrong to do such a thing.”
“I have seen it, Father,” I replied, through my hands. I lowered them 

and looked in his long-suffering eyes. “That’s not why I don’t do it. It’s 
the thought of my children that stops me. I won’t do that to them; they’ll 
have already been through so much. So I’ll be stuck in a dark abyss, not 
understanding why, without any conceivable way out, and you’re the one 
who puts me there! How do I not despise you? How do I not come to hate 
you?”

“There will be times when you will feel I have forsaken you, Tahlia. 
But you will find a way to make sense of it and forgive. Then, more will 
be revealed to you. It will be tortuous, but if you keep moving forward, 
you will finally understand it all.”

“So, if by some miracle I make it, then I’ll be allowed to under-
stand it all?” I quipped. “How comforting . . . This is wrong, Father. 
Something about this feels so very wrong.”

“Yes, Tahlia, it is wrong. The things that will be done to you are 
wrong. Evil will reign down upon you in unspeakable ways, but you must 
find a way to rise above.” He approached me then and wrapped me in his 
arms. “You must rise above it all.”

I left Father’s side to find someplace to be alone in my agony. As I 
tried to reconcile myself to this awful fate, I wrestled with my existing 
sanity. I was so afraid of failing and losing Matty, I desperately wanted 
to let him talk me out of it, but I could never live with the consequences 
if I did.

I could no more throw away my calling as I could Matty. The two 
were inexorably linked, and I struggled to wrap my mind around the 
significance of it all. Since my choices felt, in essence, already made, then how long ago 
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was I involved in this process? If free will was a Universal Law, then surely I had 
made a decision back in the plan’s origins, as an unveiled being, to move 
forward with it, despite the inability to offer me any reprieve. These 
origins were not being revealed to me though. Even from the onset, I 
couldn’t help but wonder if I’d known I would end up in over my head.

••

MATTY
Matty was outside playing with the little ones when he felt Tahlia’s 
torment. He quickly said goodbye to the children and their new 
caregiver and left to find her. When he arrived at Father’s temporary 
chamber, Tahlia wasn’t there. He looked at Father and asked, “Why?”

Father showed Matty the plan, and the torment that would en-
sue if not completed. Father then restored his memories as he had 
Tahlia’s moments ago. While Matty considered everything he had just 
seen, he was torn over the incongruous nature of the purpose, how 
it seemed wrong but was nevertheless necessary. Father even showed 
him parts of the discussion he’d had with Tahlia, how she’d begged 
and pleaded for release.

“You can cause her more torment by trying to talk her out of it, or 
you can help her through this,” said Father.

Matty pondered Father’s words, struggling with what he’d just 
learned, and then asked, “Am I truly Tahlia’s eternal soulmate?”

“You are,” replied Father.
“Then, I beseech you to give me a way to help her fulfill her debt 

on Earth. You know she will not make it without me.”

••

FOREVER
I was sitting under a bridge, sobbing on the ground. I didn’t even know how 
I’d arrived and felt more alone than ever. Hands touched my arms and lifted 
me to my feet as Matty’s arms encircled me.
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“I will always find you,” said Matty. “No matter how long it takes, I 
will find you.”

“You may not like what you find if I make it that long,” I said 
blinking back tears. “We will not even remember each other, not with 
the veil.”

“Somehow we will know,” he said. “When the time is right, Tahlia, 
we will remember.”

Matty’s eyes revealed something indefinable that reassured me. He 
had hope for our future, and I couldn’t help but feel his confidence.

The only thing I truly wanted was to be with him forever. I had to 
believe I would make it, that we would find each other again. It had hap-
pened up here. We were separated, and now we were together again.

“Please, Father,” I silently prayed. “I love him so much. Please help 
us find each other one more time.”
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LOVE

W e were well into our twentieth year, and I couldn’t imag-
ine my life without Matty. So I tried to keep my fears at 
bay, knowing how important our time together would be. 

I hadn’t spoken to Father for some time. It was just the two of us. And I 
was, at times, so happy, because I was starting to see what it would be like 
to live together with Matty for an eternity.

It was hard to comprehend how one person could give me all I ever 
needed or wanted. I smiled every time I awoke and saw Matty lying next 
to me.

Every night since my crying spell under the bridge, though, I would 
suffer through a prolonged panic attack. I was terrified that Matty was 
going to reject me on Earth. After all the debts were paid, I was afraid 
of what would become of me. I pictured myself as some retched creature, 
torn and broken. I was sure Matty wouldn’t want me, and it sent me into 
a panic every time.
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Matty held me during these episodes. And it helped, but it rarely 
was enough to ease my troubled heart. I knew what lay before me; what 
horrors I was meant to endure. One night, Matty offered me a special 
sedative; they were white granules that were sweet to the taste, with a 
flavor and purpose tailored to my specific trauma and need. It helped 
immensely, and I was finally able to sleep.

Every night after I lay down to sleep, Matty would meet with Father 
right outside our chamber. I’m still grateful for Father’s thoughtfulness 
in meeting at our chamber. Even though I was sleeping, a part of me re-
mained consciously attached to Matty. I needed him close.

When they met, I could tell they were planning something. It was 
always something about Earth and how to help me. Though, I never 
did learn the specifics. Sometimes, even in my deep sleep, I would hear 
Father repeat something vital to Matty. He would say it over and over 
again, as if setting it deep into Matty’s mind — so that even after he 
passed through the veil, Matty would recall the words. One time, I heard 
Father repeat something to Matty over a hundred times.

I was grateful for their work, because I knew it had everything to do 
with us finding each other. But I was still very frightened about my pros-
pect of surviving the debts. I was convinced Matty would never find me, 
and if he did, he wouldn’t want me.

••

TORN
From both of our reactions, it was obvious neither of us knew it was 
coming. It was early in the morning. One minute I was lying awake, 
looking at Matty, so happy he was lying next to me. And the next, he was 
being taken from me. I didn’t know how or why, only that it was terrible.

Neither of us had been told our time down on Earth was coming. 
There was no warning of any kind. One minute we were happily to-
gether, and the next minute, we were separated. It felt as if someone had 
torn my chest open, pulled my heart out and ripped it to shreds, right 
in front of me.
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As I watched him get farther and farther away from me, an awful wail 
pierced the air, and I was unsure if it was Matty’s or mine. I cried out 
to him, “I am so scared, Matty! I’m not going to make it. I can’t do this 
without you!” But he’d vanished, and I was devastated.

I’ll never forget the look on his face just before he disappeared. I felt 
like I’d somehow betrayed him, that I had, with my reticence, convinced 
him I was ready. Wailing for him, calling out to him, was not the way I 
wanted to say goodbye. Why didn’t they let us say goodbye?

The pain was unbearable, and I was once again inconsolable. Father 
offered to veil me so that I could function until it was my time to go 
down to Earth, but I grimaced at the thought. Weeping, I shook my 
head. I’d had enough of Father’s veils — of them slipping me into bliss-
ful ignorance, only to be shocked later with renewed understanding. I 
was beginning to believe his veils were too cruel to endure. Besides, I 
didn’t want to do anything to jeopardize my chance to remember Matty 
when I reached Earth.

Mary and Joseph were sent for again. Other than Matty, they were 
the only ones who could care for me at times like this. I was broken and 
empty. Nevertheless, I was thankful they stayed with me until my ap-
pointed time on Earth.

••

MATTY
Matty couldn’t understand how Father could do this to Tahlia, to 
separate them this way. She was already so fragile, had already been 
through so much. It seemed cruel, and he was frantic to find her. 
Father’s temporary chamber was gone, as was the chamber they 
shared. He couldn’t imagine Tahlia going down to Earth so upset 
and so sure she would fail.

Unable to find Father or Tahlia, Matty, discouraged and dis-
traught, made his way into the only place that gave him comfort while 
separated from Tahlia. Excited at his return, the little ones quickly 
encircled Matty with their love. Glancing out the classroom window, 
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Matty caught sight of a procession of male spirits and felt compelled 
to follow.

He quickly said goodbye and left the classroom, following the 
male spirits, who looked to be his age of twenty-one, into an unfa-
miliar area as they passed through a beautiful forest bathed in rich 
sunlight. Matty watched as the male spirits left the forest and entered 
a misty field off in the distance. For some reason, he no longer de-
sired to follow the procession. As he watched them gather in the field, 
he caught sight of Lucifer and other male spirits who’d already been 
cast out. How is that possible?

As Matty wondered about the implications of what he saw, he heard 
a voice behind him. He knew immediately it was Father. “You need 
not concern yourself with them. I have manipulated time. What you 
are witnessing is every eligible male spirit at the time of their coming 
of age. Lucifer was cast out days beyond his coming of age. To Lucifer, 
Dwayne and Daegal it is days before the attack on the boardwalk.”

“Then you must stop them, Father! Stop them before they hurt 
Tahlia,” implored Matty.

“You know I will not,” replied Father, with a note of sadness in his 
voice. “I did not stop them the first time, and I will not stop them now.”

Matty flinched, as if to run out into the field of mist and stop 
them, but Father touched his arm and said, “You must stay here, 
Thomas. I will not have you interfering.”

“Interfering in what?” asked Matty, sounding confused and an-
gry. “What’s going on?”

“It’s time for her to choose,” Father replied. “It has to be her 
choice. Stay back here Thomas. Your happiness depends on it. I need 
you to trust me.”

Father left Matty standing at the edge of the forest and walked 
towards the field beyond. Soon, Father was deep in the mist, 
which seemed to grow even denser when he stepped into it.

Matty tried to see into the mist from where he stood, but every-
thing was gray. Then, in the distance, he saw a hint of red. The mist 
partially cleared, and he saw that the red was from a large wooden 
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cart, like the ones he now recalled from his Anela past. What the cart 
was doing in the field, he didn’t know, but he watched as the mist en-
veloped it once again.

Then he heard Father’s voice faintly through the mist, “ . . . time 
to choose . . . mate . . . fly!”

Was he speaking about Tahlia? Is she out in that field? Why would she be choosing a 
mate? She’s already chosen me.

As Matty watched and waited, he recalled a conversation he’d had 
with Tahlia one night after they were married, after they’d been giv-
en their remembrance of each other.

Tahlia had asked him, “Do you remember the forest where I found 
you searching for me? Or our union at the alabaster altar?”

“I have no memory, Love, of a union in a forest,” Matty had re-
plied. “Why? Do you?”

“I do, but I think that it has not yet happened — for you.”
“What do you mean, Tahlia? How is that possible? For it to have 

happened for you, and not for me?”
“With God, anything is possible. You know that.”
“I don’t understand,” he’d replied, tentatively.
“But one day you will, Matty. And when that day comes — will you 

do something for me?”
“Of course, Tahlia. Anything.”
“There will come a time when you will be searching for me. When 

you finally make it to the edge of the forest, wait for me there. I prom-
ise, I will find you.”

••

RECKONING
As you may remember, I did find Matty (Thomas) and chose him as my mate, not as Tahlia 
but as Chasya. This was where that time manipulation came full circle. This would be Matty’s 
timeline of it. I believe after our union at the altar where I received the shawl was Matty’s last 
memory before going to Earth to receive a body. My last memory, before I was sent down to gain 
a body, was being torn from Matty, and then Joseph and Mary coming to care for me.
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Coming to terms with and making sense of these transcendental memories has been a mon-
umental project, one in hindsight, I am grateful for. For, it has put into perspective and 
opened my eyes to many difficult and profound truths. Back on Earth, though, with it fresh in 
my mind, I endeavored to come to terms with so many conflicting realities.
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23
Meet-Cute

OUT OF BODY EXPERIENCES (OBEs)

D uring this time of remembrance, it had felt as though I was 
out of my body more than I was in it. I felt myself being pulled 
to Heaven as both the painful and sweet memories returned. 

During those visits, I received comfort and healing, as well as answers to 
questions, guidance and understanding.

I spent many hours sitting spiritually at Father’s feet, clinging to 
his familiar robes and weeping for relief and redress. Traumatized by 
the transcendental attacks, I was devastated to realize I’d somehow been 
a magnet to depravity there as well. Even understanding my experi-
ences were not the norm, this was not the Heaven I grew up believing 
in. Jehovah would offer his healing comfort, as would Joseph and Mary 
during this time. Even though I gratefully accepted all the allowed min-
istering and healing I did receive, it was always only just enough to keep 
me from total and complete despair. 

Dealing with a lot of trust issues with Heavenly Father for all the ter-
rible injustices perpetrated against me, I spent a lot of time angry with 
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him. I felt used and abandoned. I was hurt that this was how my life was 
meant to be. I knew I had the faith to be healed, and I prayed for it 
fervently. I sought for a complete healing of all my physical and spiri-
tual ailments and scars. But I was once again told what I had spiritually 
heard for many years — That I must pass through this life the hard 
way, the Earthly way, the long way. A miraculous and complete heal-
ing with a touch of the Savior’s robe was not in my destiny. Eventually, 
though, I did conclude that my abusive life and subsequent NDEs had 
helped cultivate a relationship with God and an awareness of Heaven 
that I never would have had here on Earth otherwise. 

RESISTANCE
In the course of shaping my memories into a readable story, I sought for 
a deeper understanding of my mission. To this day, I wrestle with 
God in that regard, but a few things I was assured of: God has a plan, 
and evil is conquerable in all its forms; true love is eternal, and 
sacrifice is meaningful; forgiveness is divine, and second chances are 
only possible through the Savior. And perhaps, just perhaps, 
reconciled suffering not only refines us but saves others as well.

As I selectively shared my account, looking for advice and direction, 
I came to realize that the uniqueness of my story had a tendency to un-
hinge the hopes and beliefs of an idyllic Heaven. Consequently, I strug-
gled to gain support from my community. As difficult as this may have 
been for me, to journey through this endeavor feeling so alone, I could 
actually relate to their resistance; I’d felt it, too, as my memories of a 
pre-physical life emerged. It was certainly nothing I had been prepared 
to believe or comprehend. And no one I associated with remembered or 
believed in the kind of ‘beforelife’ I’d experienced. 

HEALING MUSIC
I come from a large family with varied musical talents and abilities. My 
skill in that area piqued as a child when I taught myself the Linus and Lucy 
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song from Peanuts after two months of boring piano lessons. Content to 
just enjoy the talents of my mother and siblings, I continued to play that 
song, and only that song, whenever I was sitting at a piano.

As my mind opened to these memories of Matty, though, a latent 
penchant for writing music and lyrics was released; it was cathartic and 
tedious at the same time. For, I did not know the rules of songwriting 
and barely read music. But the effort gave me hope as I reached out for 
Matty with my songs.

I would sing myself to sleep with these poems I created, trying to keep my 
loneliness at bay. Could Matty hear me? I had to believe that he could. Hesitantly, 
the haunting melody would emerge from my heart and my voice in the quiet 
of the night.

Every night I fight the shadow warriors
Every day I pray you’ll dry my tears
But the daily sting of your rejection
Knocks out my jaded heart, fuels all my fears

Every night I fight the phantom zoners
Every day I pray you’ll set me free
Unmask your veiled telepathy
Hunter, green’s your healing light, come rescue me

Every night I fight major disaster
Every day I pray you’ll stretch your wings
I will you to be my super hero
Take to f light my emerald knight, light up your ring

Every night I fight the masked assassin
Every day I pray, please find your way
Release me from my isolation
Green-eyed archer pierce my heart, your love inlay
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Can’t you hear me, can’t you see me
Don’t you know how I feel?
Won’t you touch me, won’t you love me
Don’t you know I am real?

Baby wake up, I need you right now
Can’t live without you, don’t even know how

Baby wake up, don’t abandon me
Baby wake up, its your eyes I need to see
Baby wake up, I’m more than a dream
More than an angel, baby don’t abandon me

SAVING GRACE
Many spiritual experiences accompanied my remembrance as I waited 
and hoped to be, somehow, reunited with Matty. During this time, I 
was succored on my journey by a dear friend whom I’d met in this 
new suburb, by her equally beautiful sister and by members of 
their families. They were my saving grace.
    As the memories unfolded, I was excited to realize that my friend 

also happened to be my missionary companion, Laurel, from 
Earth’s Preliminary Phase. Her spiritually gifted son was the flying 
boy who’d saved me from the evildoers in the Transitional Phase and 
delivered me safely to the library. And her kind-hearted sister was 
the lead Light-Gatherer, Leah, who had helped so many Misled rejoin 
the flock.
   We learned and grew together and recognized many great truths 
about our mission experiences in the transcendental realm. I would have 
been lost without the love and care I received from ‘Laurel,’ her children, 
‘Leah,’ their husbands and their father. Even through my 
fading health, their belief in me buoyed me up and allowed me to 
continue in my quest with renewed faith.

As we became more spiritually enlightened and aware, the Adversary 
and his army tried to overtake us, but the power of God emboldened us 
to deal with them appropriately. And in accordance with our spiritual 
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gifts and personal missions, we gained great insight into the enemy 
camp — aiding us, considerably, in our endeavors.  

Having previously encountered Lucifer’s wrath during many of my 
NDEs, I was not altogether unprepared for the menace he presented. 
At least now I understood why he was so intent on destroying me and 
anyone else who dared interfere with his plans. Although a foe of con-
siderable talents and numbers, we persevered. Many angels came to our 
aid and rescue and stand with us to this day. They have been a light in 
the storm. 

ETERNAL
Nevertheless, all battles take their tolls, and my health continued to 
deteriorate. I didn’t know what Father’s plans were; to my memory I 
had never seen if Matty and I were truly meant to be together on Earth. 
It’s what I hoped, and it’s what I needed. But it seemed to me that 
Matty wasn’t going to make it to me before my heart gave out. I did not 
know what this would mean to the mission, but I was utterly exhausted — 
mind, body and spirit. I would have, if not for my friends and children, 
already given up. And I knew, deep within my soul, I couldn’t take much 
more.

One day, while at Laurel’s house, in the midst of this decline, I 
became part of a conversation concerning a spiritual matter with her 
older brotherover the phone. In my ability to aid him, we connected 
immediately, and I was happy to find a friend. I shared with him 
my experiences and my search for Matty. He believed in me and 
endeavored to help me, just as his dear father and sisters had. It was just 
one more extension of this family that had taken me in as one of 
their own.

Months later, in my forty-fourth year, Laurel’s brother decided 
to move to our corner of the Pacific Northwest to live with 
his dear father following a devastating divorce.

I had not thought anything particular about our friendship 
until the day I’d had a very real and intense waking vision. I could 
see that he was hurting and felt my spirit drawn to his. In 
the vision, without a second thought, I stepped close to him to 
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heal him and almost touched his face. But I hesitated, for the pull I felt 
toward him was physically compelling, charged and eternal — just like 
in the forest of Earth’s Preliminary Phase — where I had to choose my 
Human mate, when I was literally drawn to Thomas with no memories 
of him past, present or future.

At that pivotal moment, in the waking vision, I knew, absolutely 
knew, who Laurel’s brother was. I had, after all this time, finally found 
Matty — a heavily veiled Matty, trapped under the trials and 
heartaches of this physical world — but Matty nonetheless.

I couldn’t believe it. Father hadn’t forsaken me. But I didn’t know 
what to do. Should I tell him? Would he even believe me? He’d shown no signs, I 
recognized, that would tell me he felt it too. And for me, it wasn’t 
really true, unless we both knew it to be so.

• •

HOME
I was incredibly nervous. Laurel’s brother was coming over. Laurel had 
point blank told me that her brother just knew — deep within him where 
all truth lies — that he was Matty. And he didn’t understand why I was so 
scared to tell him. But what did he know, and how did he know it? For I knew he 
had not remembered as I had. I wanted so much to be happy, loved and 
cared for. Could it be possible? Could it be true for both of us?
     So undone by the possibilities of this epic, life-changing moment 
between us, I barely had time to finish washing my hair as he sent a text 
that he was almost there. I was so ready for my search to be over; I met 
him — wet hair-and-all — outside, just as he reached the porch of my 
home. Standing right there, face-to-face, near the shabby birdhouse 
and the weathered bench, Matty looked into my eyes and smiled as he 
tucked a strand of hair behind my ear. My heart sang in ragged relief 
and utter joy, and I knew I was finally, truly home.
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Epilogue
Finding Peace

A s the printer spit out my manuscript, echoing the sound of a 
cartoon character eating corn on the cob, the reds and pinks 
of the lyrical front cover caught my eye. Sliding its gentle 

warmth into my palms, the imagery drew me in like never before. A 
profound aha moment enveloped me as the floral crown of fate surrep-
titiously faded into the background, leaving only pools of unwavering 
hope reflecting back at me.

Manuscript in hand, I ventured out to the kitchen nook of the cozy 
home I shared with my husband, Ken — aka Matty. Kneeling on the 
cushion of a shabby-chic dining chair and resting a hand on the match-
ing table, I took in the animated scene of our backyard oasis out the 
patio door.

My world compressed further as I watched a hummingbird zip and 
hover while it tasted sweet nectar from its red glass beacon. I smiled at a 
pair of finches as they rode air currents, like seasoned surfers and settled 
onto their cedar refuge to see if any seed was waiting to sustain them. 
Their innocence was refreshing, and we tried not to disappoint them.

Turning my manuscript to the watercolor hues of the back cover, I 
traced the winsome couriers lightly with my finger; their joyous abandon 
spoke to my healing heart. Matty’s love and mine may be brighter than 
the sun but so has been our heartache in this costly veiled existence. At 
last, blessed together as one, we journey forward sans ‘enchanted shawl’ 
and dreaded pacemaker. Our walk in the light has brought us ever closer 
to completing our mission. 
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A blue jay, drinking from its copper birdbath, roused me from my 
reverie. He bobbed his plumed head this way and that, sensitive to his 
earthbound interval. Having quenched his thirst, he unfurled his wings 
and took flight back to his home in the sky. I closed my eyes and soared 
with him. Finally, I too was free. I was safe, I was home, and I was free. 
My truth had set me free.
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AN INSPIRED WORK, BORN OF SEEKING ANSWERS
TO MUCH MORE THAN JUST MY STORY.

I PRESENT AN EXCERPT FROM KENNETH CARY’S

THE OPPOSER

THE EPIC STORY OF A WAYWARD SON
WHOSE FATHER MOVED HEAVEN AND EARTH

TO REDEEM ALL HIS CHILDREN

Discover the unseen realm where influence and opposition is balanced 
against God’s love and purpose for us. This unique perspective on the 
ultimate battle between good and evil explores the behind-the-scenes 
possibilities and activities of God and how he handled a son of great-
ness second only to the Savior. How one so great could turn dark and 
desperate is the nature of this work. Uncover this and more in Ken’s 

illuminating, stand-alone novel where truth meets fiction in a brilliant 
fashion promising to expand the reaches of your mind and enlighten 
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To all who read this story, may truth push away all doubts, lies and darkness. Move forward in 
boldness, unafraid of the possibilities, never fearing, eager to awaken to new and infinite pos-
sibilities. We can overcome and conquer the enemy, but we must first know him and his ways. 
Be not afraid of the unseen influence that’s around us, and strive always to seek and stand in 
the light of God.

KENNETH CARY
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Council Summons

“I am the Son of the Morning, the Morning Star, yet you deny
me my rightful glory?!” declared Lucifer, loudly and with great 
energy. Conversations ceased and absolute silence filled the 

council chamber as he strode boldly into the inner sanctum from the 
entryway. None had ever before dared enter the council chamber while 
making such an audacious claim, most came humble and contrite. It was 
entirely unprecedented.

His declaration stifled the council members into submission, and 
it was exactly the effect Lucifer was looking for. They held their breath 
like children, and waited nervously for the High Judge, even Elohim, 
the ruler of the Realm and Lucifer’s own Father, to respond to such an 
aggressive and argumentative opening statement.

When Father didn’t respond, Lucifer rudely turned his back on him. 
The move evoked a sense of shock and awe among the council members. 
He saw it on their faces. But still, they only watched and waited.

Their mere presence was an insult, a slap in the face, uncalled for and 
entirely unjustified. How dare Father abandon his fate to the prejudices 
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of men and women who understood nothing of his intellect or accom-
plishments! They had proven their disdain of truth and consequences 
during the election, and now they stood to debate his accountability – to 
sentence and convict him of a crime they didn’t understand under the 
law? Ignorance emanated from their pores like poison, but here he was, 
called forward against his will, made to stand idly by as this council of 
morons prepared to pass judgment over him. He would not go easily. 
No, he would not go down without a fight, for he was Lucifer, a worthy 
and very powerful adversary, especially when riled.

After the silence had sufficiently prevailed, Lucifer, with an exag-
gerated flourish of his floor-length cape, strode out to the direct center 
of the council chamber’s polished stone floor and stopped abruptly. The 
cape stirred dramatically around his highly polished black boots. His 
movements were meant to goad and insult, but for the cape, its flourish 
was to serve a greater purpose, to first distract and then captivate the 
attention of the council members. Lucifer wanted them enthralled - to 
be under his dark influence – so he could control them. The purpose of 
the cape was to serve and amplify Lucifer’s will over them, to sway them 
to his desires.

But to his immediate annoyance and concern, not one of the forty-
seven council members present revealed that they’d been affected by 
him, or the cape in any way. Lucifer knew it was time to push harder. 
The cape was not some piece of flashy apparel, but a finely-tuned in-
strument of influence, a weapon, one unlike any ever used in a council 
chamber. And it had to work; his life depended on it.

His efforts again revealed nothing. Lucifer was beginning to ques-
tion the energy used to create it, and he wondered briefly if he might 
have been tricked once more by Mahan, the master of the Dark Order. 
Indeed, Lucifer wouldn’t put it past him, for he had beguiled him into 
conducting the attack for which he now stood accountable. Mahan had 
revealed himself to be a self-serving traitor to the highest order, provid-
ing further proof to Lucifer that he could trust no one. If Father would 
not avenge such treachery, then Lucifer would take matters into his own 
hands. He would destroy the disloyal rogue and all he stood for.
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It made him angry just to say the name, Mahan, and Lucifer used 
that anger to push his energetic influence out, through the cape, and 
into the stands. It had to work. His life depended on it efficacy. Either 
way, he was committed. There was no turning back. The cape was acti-
vated and he had no other choice but to succeed.

Still nothing, not a single sign that the cape was functioning prop-
erly. Lucifer wondered if the council members had been too preoccu-
pied with Father’s reaction to his entrance – or lack thereof – to feel the 
power of his activation phrase. Conversely, he wondered if he’d overstat-
ed it. Concerned, Lucifer’s only option was to push harder, channeling 
his energy to influence the council’s vote in his favor.

In his mind’s eye, Lucifer willed his influence up and over the tiered 
rows and into the elevated seats circled around him. Like dark tendrils 
of smoke, his influence reached up to the council members, moving si-
lently but steadily toward their feet. They could not see it as he did, but 
Lucifer knew it would bind them in place and deaden their harsh and 
unworthy judgment against him.

He dared a quick glance to either side and could see that many of 
the council members were still staring intently at Father. He wanted to 
scream at them, “Look at me!” but that would only serve to draw atten-
tion to his weakness, and break the strength of his influence. Besides, 
he really didn’t want them looking at him, he wanted them looking at the 
cape. The cape was the weapon, the draw, and the hope for his continued 
existence. Look at the cape! he screamed in his mind, willing the command 
with his next push of energy.

Lucifer was tempted to kick the cape out with his feet, to flourish it 
again, but too much attention could expose his purpose, so he controlled 
himself and waited. With his hands clasped firmly at the small of his 
back, Lucifer continued to concentrate and push. Apparently, his dis-
play of rudeness, and from an elite, or one from the upper ranks within 
the Order of Light, was their key distraction. To remedy that, Lucifer 
rotated his shoulders slightly and sent the cape swirling subtly around 
his body. It moved like thick, black crude oil spilled from a broken bar-
rel. The power of the cape, combined with his intent, invigorated him.
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Finally, evidence of his efforts began to manifest. First there was 
one solitary gasp, and then another, and another. The cape was work-
ing. Lucifer stifled a smile. But he wasn’t satisfied with only a handful of 
captives, not when more than thirty remained.

Lucifer pushed again, harder this time, and waited for more council 
members to react to his influence. When he’d estimated that close to 
half of the council members were under his influence, Lucifer turned 
around and faced Father and the remaining half of the council members 
in the chamber. The cape swirled out from his legs once again, and as it 
settled around his feet, it elicited more gasps and moans of submission. 
In a minute more, Lucifer believed he’d have the entire council under 
his dark influence.

All but Father, that is. Lucifer knew Father was impervious to such 
influence. When it came to Father and the cape, Lucifer’s plan was only 
to hide it’s intended purpose from his awareness, to keep it beyond his 
senses. That had been the greatest challenge in designing the cape, to 
make it appear innocuous to Father. Lucifer didn’t know if it was work-
ing, so he dared a quick glance at Father to assess the situation, careful 
not to make eye contact. To do so would likely reveal everything, but it 
would also ruin his concentration. Instead, Lucifer kept his head bowed 
in mock humility, and intensified his influence to move more quickly 
and reach the council members sitting in the upper tiers of the chamber.

It troubled Lucifer to know that Mahan helped design the cape. But 
Lucifer fashioned it, and it was working. So, he allowed himself to re-
lax, to pace himself as he continued to push. Indeed, the accountability 
hearing wasn’t a surprise, only when he would be made to appear before 
the council. Lucifer had kept the cape close in preparation for the call, 
for he was not strong enough to refuse it. No one could refuse a sum-
mons from Father. Now, if he could only manage to influence the coun-
cil of his innocence, to have them agree and release him, he would leave 
and never return.

The remaining council members were more resilient than he’d 
imagined. He felt their resolve. So, Lucifer pushed harder and a few 
more council members succumbed to his influence. Soon they would all 
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be his. He just needed a little more time. As for Father, Lucifer reasoned 
he was either entirely oblivious to Lucifer’s efforts, or was acting un-
aware. Both worked. All Lucifer cared about was regaining his freedom. 
If Father turned a blind eye to his influence, then so much the better. It 
was, after all, the only way he saw to escape their judgment, a judgment 
that would most certainly result in him being reset.

The thought of being reset troubled Lucifer more than anything 
else. The complete renewal of oneself, an energetic wiping of all cor-
ruption, was the last thing he wanted. Such oblivion, to lose everything 
he’d worked so hard to become, was worse than physical death. He had 
no intention of starting over again, not with such admirable progres-
sion behind him, at least not without a fight.

The cape gave him a fighting chance. The weight of it was comfort-
ing on his shoulders, and stood as a testament to his intellect and ability, 
as well as to his craft. The dark, luxurious material, intricately adorned 
and enhanced with particles of fine matter, was meant to influence all 
who gazed upon it. Inlaid to resemble a countless collection of black 
diamonds and blood rubies that sparkled in the light, with miles of gold 
thread embroidered into special designs of dark symbols to further daz-
zle and enchant the mind, was Lucifer’s finest weapon, ever. The igno-
rant, naïve council members would think the cape extravagant, classic 
Lucifer, but they would not recognize the threat of it.

Indeed, the cape was a worthy weapon to stand against any light-
bearer, but it was designed especially for the council members, those 
who held the highest status within the Order of Light; people like him-
self before he’d been exiled. Though he’d lost most of his light, Lucifer 
remained a force to be reckoned with, a tempest of anger they didn’t un-
derstand and sought shelter from. But the council had underestimated 
his resolve and will to live. Everyone, including Father, underestimated 
him. He would leave on his own terms, not the council’s.

Another few seconds passed and there were more gasps. It had been 
only a few minutes since he’d first activated the cape, but the efforts, and 
his quick mind, made the process seem longer. For Lucifer, time had 
slowed down. He continued to push his influence outward, aiming for 
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the far corners of the council chamber, stressing himself and the cape 
to its energetic limits.

He wasn’t sure how much longer he could continue to push. His en-
ergy was quickly depleting, and his supply was limited, but he couldn’t 
stop now, not when he was so close to accomplishing his objective. He was 
eager to finish his work of subversive influence, to convince the council 
that he was completely innocent. If given the chance, they would do it, 
too. All they had to do was listen to his voice in their silent, dull minds.

To Lucifer, the council members were Father’s ignorant flock of 
sheep, and sheep should not be allowed to pass judgment on an alpha - 
be it a wolf or a lion. As sheep, they were beneath him. Not one of them 
was worthy of his attention. After the election, the best and brightest 
of the independent thinkers had followed him. The still empty council 
seats bore witness to their departure. The council would never be the 
same again, and those called to fill some of the vacancies had no idea 
what they were dealing with. He would be their worst nightmare. If they 
somehow managed to avoid the spell of influence and vote for his reset, 
Lucifer would draw his knife and fight. He would not go peacefully, not 
when he knew he was innocent of their ridiculous charge.

Father could, he knew, overrule the council’s decision to reset, but 
such a break from tradition was rare. If Father chose to refuse him and 
support reset, Lucifer would be made to appear before the Versal High 
Council. Since they were the only authorized body to approve and ex-
ecute a reset, Lucifer knew he’d have a better chance to survive if he 
influenced Father’s council here and now.

Lucifer suspected his reset would please most, if not all the council 
members, and perhaps even most of the citizens of the Realm, but he 
refused to believe it would please his Father. Father, he knew, preferred 
recompense over reset, but recompense had its limits. Lucifer could 
only hope that Father would consider the magnitude of the sentence and 
overrule the verdict to avoid setting a precedent. If sentenced, Lucifer 
would be the first of Father’s begotten children to face reset, and he 
really wanted to believe his own Father wasn’t ready to abandon him to 
oblivion, that he was worthy of a second chance.
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Father had personally helped Lucifer achieve many great things, 
many marvelous things, and to throw it all away seemed a counterpro-
ductive waste. It would reflect poorly on the Realm and Father’s ability 
to maintain good order and discipline. Maybe it would even affect his 
ascension. Lucifer wondered if Father would risk his own progression to 
punish Lucifer. Would he turn his back on Lucifer for an act he wasn’t 
even solely responsible for committing? He didn’t know.

Lucifer had never been called to stand accountable before, and he 
despised the unfamiliarity of it from the floor. To bare oneself to such 
scrutiny, and by lesser people, irked him beyond measure. He’d sat in 
prominence through many such sessions before, and they’d been gener-
ally boring, even when the accountable individual had wept and begged 
for mercy. But this was different. He was Lucifer. He would not beg for 
anything. No one as high as him had ever been called to account for 
their actions. He was obviously a spectacle, and he pushed out against the 
council members in his anger. Then again, none before him had ever 
bothered to deny their mistakes before Father, or come prepared to in-
fluence the council. He was the first, and he would accomplish his mis-
sion. At least he hoped, because he was quickly running out of energy.

Lucifer slowly and carefully glanced up to gauge the overall effect 
his influence was having on the council. With his peripheral vision, 
he noticed Father staring intently at him, as if examining a curiosity. 
Lucifer immediately knew that Father was aware of his efforts, but just 
as suddenly Lucifer wondered why Father was allowing him to continue. 
Apparently, this hearing was about more than his accountability.

With renewed hope, emboldened by Father’s apparent acquiescence 
to his influence, Lucifer began to gather up his remaining energy for 
another valiant push. It had only been five minutes since he’d first 
declared his royal status and activated the cape when he’d entered the 
chamber, but he wasn’t finished. He’d given nearly all he had to this 
endeavor, and was weary, but he wasn’t done yet.

He looked slowly around and surmised that he was still short of the 
clear majority vote he needed to dismiss the most serious of charges. 
The council members were stronger than he’d anticipated, but they were 
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falling. One at a time, they were succumbing to his influence. A minute 
more and they would all be his, or would they?

For the first time since entering the council chamber, Lucifer’s 
doubt caused him to falter. The momentary lapse in concentration 
shifted the balance, and he lost influence over two council members. 
Frustrated, fighting to survive, Lucifer pushed again despite his almost 
completely depleted state.

As he continued to push, Lucifer wondered why his brothers and 
sisters in the Realm could not see that Earth would ruin them. Their 
ignorance of veils and agency was obvious, but so too was their choice. 
He’d offered them more, and yet they chose Yeshua’s plan. The fools. 
They deserved their impending misery. He was done with them, and 
wanted nothing more to do with Father’s physical worlds. Perhaps after I’m 
reset, I’ll unwittingly become one of Father’s sheep . . . be just like them, he thought with 
bitter irony, glancing up at the council members as another member 
slipped from his influence.

Anger began to boil up inside of him. What did he expect? They had 
the veils to thank for their ignorance. Sheep worthy of the slaughter, thought 
Lucifer, as he felt the last bit of energy leave him through the cape. Your 
unwillingness to challenge the laws that enslave you makes you weak. You bleat for guidance 
and direction when you cannot find your own way, even in an open field and under clear skies. 
You content yourself to eating of the sweet grass at Father’s feet, growing fat and stupid, all the 
while forsaking your freedom.

Lucifer considered their blind commitment to tradition the most 
despicable sign of their ignorance. Anyone who willingly subjected 
themselves to Realm or Versal law, especially for the sake of the law 
alone, deserved to suffer. Because a precept was ancient, did not mean it 
was true or right. Lucifer had, he felt, effectively challenged many of the 
old perceptions during the election, but he’d been summarily rejected 
for it. In anger, he’d departed with his followers, first to the Outlands, 
and then to Araphel, his home star, now darkened as punishment for his 
disobedience.

Still, under Lucifer’s leadership, his followers quickly organized and 
built a place for themselves on Araphel, one patterned after the life he’d 
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proposed during the debates that preceded the great election. Despite 
the loss of that election, Lucifer had been free to teach and train his fol-
lowers after his own dictates, and things were going well for them, or at 
least they were until he became side-tracked by Mahan’s plan for Eloise. 
He was here because of it, because of her, of what he did to her, his sister.

Standing in the middle of the council chamber floor, about to be 
judged by inadequate men and women, irritated him beyond reason. 
They might be seated in their tall white chairs, all lofty, comfortable, and 
ready to condemn, but he knew he was better than them. And if all worked 
according to plan, he’d subdue them and their threat. Lucifer wanted 
to hurt them, to make them taste of his judgment. Perhaps one day they 
would, but for now, he would play their game, but using his rules.

The feeling of raw contempt he had for the council members sent 
a shiver down his spine. Lucifer used it to make one final, desperate 
push of energy through the cape. He could not fathom starting over 
again. The cape was his only hope, and he embraced its comfort. All the 
knowledge he possessed, all his service and experience had made him 
powerful, and he would use that power to make the Realm pay for its 
disloyalty, and Mahan and the Dark Order for their treachery. He just 
needed to survive the next few minutes of his accountability hearing, 
uninterrupted.

Long ago, when Lucifer first heard whispers of the Dark Order, 
he’d thought they were mostly legend, little more than a disreputable 
boys club. He deemed them beneath his standing and unworthy of his 
thoughts and time. However, by the end of his third life-phase, feel-
ing jaded by the never-ending monotony of the ways of Light, Lucifer 
decided to investigate the origins of the Dark Order out of intellectual 
curiosity.

He soon discovered some interesting secrets about them, how they 
came to be and what they stood for.  The secret that most interested 
Lucifer was how to maintain one’s memories when passing through 
Father’s veils. The simplicity of the secret shocked him, so much so that 
he doubted its efficacy until he tried it for himself. The results were im-
pressive. After passing through the veil with his memory intact, Lucifer 
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discovered that he could not only master the physical challenges he’d 
faced, but that he could hold onto the intelligence and knowledge he’d 
established from his previous life-phase and take it with him into the 
next. It was a skill no one else had dreamed of, let alone mastered, and it 
made him more powerful than any mortal.

It was a great discovery, and Lucifer immediately began to search for 
other important secrets that might lay hidden within the Dark Order. 
He wanted to know, for example, if he could be like Father and control 
time, see into the future, and fold space and travel wherever he wished; 
all things the Order of Light did not offer easily. Greater yet, Lucifer 
wondered if he could conquer physical death, or more importantly, sur-
vive reset. To do any or all of those things would make him unstoppable. 
The allure had simply been too great. Lucifer had found himself firmly 
under the hold of the Dark Order long before Eloise became a matter of 
personal interest for him.

However, maintaining a simultaneous connection to both orders 
had not been easy. In fact, Lucifer knew it had never been attempted. 
Participating equally, existing between the two orders, pushed him to 
his mental limits. His mind literally struggled to maintain the balance; 
it wanted to lean one way or the other, toward light or darkness, but not 
both at the same time. The exercise was tiring and taxing, and in the 
end, it’s what drove him mad enough to attack his sister, and derail his 
progress.

Lucifer had worried that Father would discover his association with 
Mahan and cast him out before the attack, but now that he was exiled, 
it seemed a ridiculous concern. In fact, everything was ridiculous. The 
attack, the weakness of it, and how it consumed him, his trust in Mahan, 
standing here in chamber - all of it. Lucifer owed his current disgrace 
to it all, but Mahan was the architect. If he could, Lucifer would find his 
revenge. No one used him like that and avoided reprisal.

He reflected on his relationship with Mahan while he pushed. 
Lucifer’s mind, quick and precise, moved swiftly through the catalog 
of experiences and events that lead to this moment. The pull of dark 
knowledge, the secret combinations, that they would give him great 
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power, was too much to ignore. Through it all, Lucifer was not once 
called out by the Order of Light. He came to believe that Father didn’t 
care about what he was learning. Believing himself free to explore new 
truths, Lucifer had felt justified in his new path and direction.

While Mahan taught and trained him in the secret ways of the Dark 
Order, Lucifer continued to maintain a pretense of loyalty and duty to 
Father. But even before the election, Lucifer had already begun avoid-
ing Father. And thought the duality of his existence was diminishing 
his light, he felt a new and interesting power begin to grow within him. 
But he was alone in his discoveries. The Order of Darkness taught him 
things he’d never imagined, but he wanted to share what he’d learned 
with someone. He chose his closest friend and ally, his bonded pair-
mate. His desire, that they grow and discover the mysteries of the Verse 
together, would be realized, or so he had thought.

Lucifer, during their shared life-phase, lost his pair-mate to trag-
edy. Devastated by the loss, he managed to complete his mission. But 
upon return to the Realm, he was informed that she’d sought for and 
was granted reset. They were effectively separated, no longer bound to-
gether, and Lucifer was furious. He remembered it well, those conversa-
tions with Father, how he’d ignored Lucifer’s pleas for access to her, and 
recovery of what they had lost.

Father had, essentially, denied Lucifer his one and only source of 
true happiness, his pair-mate. In deep sorrow over the loss of his love, 
and blaming Father’s veils for the tragedy, Lucifer turned to denial and 
revenge. Everything Father and the Order of Light represented had be-
come contrary to him. The balm to that rage surpassed even that he 
held against Mahan. His enemies were many and powerful, but he would 
persevere.

When the result of the election for the Savior of Earth was an-
nounced, Lucifer decided to no longer hide his feelings of animosity 
towards Father. Against tradition and rule, he left with the third who’d 
supported him during the election, which was seen by many as a great 
sin. Father’s ways, his veils and work, had destroyed everything Lucifer 
loved, and he vowed to not let it go unanswered. That decision, to turn 
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his back on the Order of Light, is what changed everything for him. And 
Mahan was there, ready to offer his help and support.

Growing tired, Lucifer looked up and around at the council mem-
bers and wondered why Father chose such a public display for his ac-
countability hearing. Their assent wasn’t required for a ruling. The 
spectacle of it fueled his anger. Father should have offered him a pri-
vate meeting. As the High Judge of the Realm, it was certainly his pre-
rogative. But Father apparently wanted to humble him. Nothing else 
explained it.

Lucifer reached out with his mind to try and read Father’s intent, 
but it was futile, like hitting a brick wall. Even while in full possession 
of his light, Lucifer could not read Father. The man was a closed and 
tightly bound book, a story beyond comprehension even at its shallowest 
depth. Of all his time serving with Father, Lucifer envied his power, but 
not his responsibility. To willingly account for so many, with such ar-
cane Versal laws hanging around his neck like a millstone, and still show 
love and infinite patience, was beyond Lucifer. After having spent so 
much time in the Dark Order, Lucifer considered such virtues a weak-
ness, and such laws outdated and ineffective.

The more time Lucifer spent in darkness, the greater the gulf that 
separated his intellect from Father’s. After the attack on Eloise, Lucifer 
knew he’d lost the last remaining connection he’d had with Father. He’d 
lost all but a small portion of his light, and possessed only enough to 
set foot in the Realm when called. What remained of it was no longer 
sufficient to keep him aligned or interested in pleasing Father, or even 
slightly connected to his intent, but it was enough to stand before him 
and not wither.

All Lucifer could do now was watch for Father’s patterns. Lucifer 
had always recognized Father’s vastly superior intelligence, but the man 
liked patterns, which meant he was sometimes predictable. The account-
ability session was one such pattern Lucifer’d anticipated, but Father was 
apparently holding it for more than one reason. What’s your agenda, Father? 
Why did you allow such a dramatic and negative chain of events to transpire before interfering? 
What can this chess move mean?
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Indeed, Lucifer had learned a lot by serving Father, but he’d also 
learned a lot from serving Mahan. In fact, when he’d first met Mahan, 
Lucifer’d believed he could learn enough from Mahan to overcome 
Father, but that had been a short-lived reality. Lucifer quickly realized 
even Mahan was no match for Father. But still, there was something that 
needed doing, something to hurt Father and propel Lucifer into the up-
per ranks of the Dark Order and show him and the Realm that there was 
a price to be paid for betrayal.

For Mahan had agreed to accept Lucifer’s inclusion into the Dark 
Order as a revered high priest, with the price of admission being to 
damage to the third-degree, someone of equal or higher rank to him in 
the Realm; someone from the opposing order, someone from within the 
Order of Light.

When Lucifer realized he was the only recruit asked to pay such a 
high price for admission, he should have suspected deceit. However, his 
pride convinced him that the act would not only assuage his pain, but 
earn him a place of honor on a stage that could catapult his ambitions.

The third-degree attack that Mahan requested, the highest level of 
harm a person could endure without needing a healing reset or special 
sacrificial healing, was entirely unheard of within Father’s Realm, espe-
cially against an elite. Lucifer was comforted by one fact, he wasn’t asked 
to do the unpardonable: to take the attack to the fourth, or highest de-
gree. A victim to such abuse begged for reset because the mental damage 
was too great, and complete recovery was impossible. For the abused, it 
was better to be reset than to continue existing in a permanently injured 
and scarred state.

Sacrificial recompense was possible, but the perpetrator, or re-
sponsible party, had to offer themselves up for the victim’s sake. Such a 
contract required Father’s blessing in balance to the offense - the sac-
rifice had to equal the crime – and that was a difficult balance to strike. 
Besides, the Dark Order had offered protection, sanctuary if you will, 
after the attack was successful. But his plan had been subverted when the 
attack was broken up, and he’d fled to Araphel, knowing full well Mahan 
had set him up.
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Lucifer wondered about the sentence. A third-degree assault would 
most assuredly mean he’d be stripped of his title, but it was a title he 
no longer cared about. He would not accept a sentence for anything 
greater. It wasn’t his fault. Even the strange attraction he had for Eloise, 
Mahan’s chosen target, made the plans, and the attack, desirable. Once 
he’d learned from Mahan of the Versal prophecy that spoke of Eloise’s 
mission - a mission that would culminate on Earth and aid followers 
of darkness in gaining a second chance to return to the light - Lucifer 
knew his act held a higher purpose. The attack would keep Eloise from 
fulfilling her mission and lead his followers away.

While he continued to plan under Mahan’s dark influence, believ-
ing he was serving his own target objective, Lucifer prepared for the 
attack. It would be no small accomplishment to keep his plans hidden 
from Father, so with Mahan’s help, Lucifer formed a small combination 
of conspirators. The combination included his two most loyal captains, 
Zurell, and Beshur, and when the time was right, they managed to iso-
late and attack Eloise.

But something had gone terribly awry. Zurell, usually loyal to a fault, 
had disobeyed and pushed the attack on Eloise to the fourth-degree as 
if Mahan’s puppet. However, when they’d fled the scene of the attack, 
Lucifer knew all responsibility would be leveled firmly against him. 
He was, after all, the prime instigator, or so it seemed. Now, instead 
of Mahan standing here with him, Lucifer stood alone for a judgment 
that included inevitable reset, and for a crime he didn’t even manage to 
profit from.

Mahan had used him for his own agenda. With Lucifer’s unwitting 
cooperation, Mahan had devised a plan to eliminate him and Eloise si-
multaneously. Why? That was a question he still considered. The one 
most pleasing to him was that Mahan feared his intelligence. But more 
likely, he was concerned about Lucifer’s ability to gain such a large and 
loyal following, and in such a short amount of time.

But that didn’t matter. Now that Eloise, the darling begotten daugh-
ter of the Realm, lay hidden away in one of Father’s private healing 
chambers, still seemingly on schedule for Earth despite the severity 
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of the attack, his plans were all but unrealized. For some reason she, 
or perhaps Father, refused to approve a healing reset. Instead, she was 
undergoing some unknown healing process. There was no sacrificial 
recompense possible because neither he, Zurell or Beshur would offer 
themselves up. Then the question was, what was Father up to, for even a 
third-degree attack should have interrupted Eloise’s mission.

Father had every right to be angry. Eloise was his beloved daughter, 
and Lucifer had been instrumental in laying her to near utter waste. 
But Father was slow to act. He hadn’t even confined Lucifer to solitary, 
which was normal for such crimes. He certainly wasn’t surprised by the 
summons. He had, after all, prepared the cape for it. But he was still 
annoyed and humiliated by the council. To call him out like this, when 
he’d already left of his own volition, was excessive and unnecessary. 
Wasn’t exile enough? Wasn’t losing most of his light, enough?

Now, for the first time since entering the council chamber, Lucifer 
looked up boldly to see the three men sitting on the judgement dais. Yeshua, 
Lucifer’s brother and victor, was absent, which was but another great insult 
to his summons. Jeshjuan, Mother’s official representative on the council, 
had moved over to occupy Yeshua’s vacant seat to Father’s right.

But what raised Lucifer’s anger to a fiery intensity was whom he saw 
sitting in Jeshjuan’s seat. Michael, called to serve as the new director of 
Earth’s operations, stared back at Lucifer with disdain. Sworn enemies 
since the election, how Father had found Michael worthy to fill the tem-
porary vacancy was beyond Lucifer. But there he was, sitting there above 
him, all smug and self-assured.

Lucifer’s anger empowered his curse, and he pushed the last of his 
waning energy toward the dais. If, by some miracle, his influence worked 
on Father, Lucifer knew there would be nothing stopping him from leav-
ing the accountability session a free man. With his hands clasped firmly 
behind his back, Lucifer concentrated on magnifying the remaining 
power of the cape in one final, concentrated, desperate push to influ-
ence Father and the judges.

The result was tangible. More gasps came from the last few stalwart 
council members, those sitting nearest to Father, who were enjoying the 
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benefit of his dampening effect on Lucifer’s work, were now falling un-
der his influence. With the last push, every sign, every mark and symbol 
sewn onto the cape, was glowing with energy.

“See here!” shouted Michael suddenly, as he rose to his feet, hands 
planted firmly on the ornate armrests of his chair. He turned to Father 
and said, “I’ve had quite enough of this! Father, with your permission, I 
will bind and remove this creature from the council chamber.”

Lucifer grimaced at the interruption and turned to glare hotly at 
Michael. He was filled with raw contempt, but he quickly looked away so 
as not to lose control. But it was too late, the smoky tendrils of influence 
were already retreating away from the judge’s platform and slipping back 
to the council chamber floor. Lucifer wanted to scream at Michael, but 
he dared not speak for fear of losing the last bit of hold he had over the 
council members he’d already conquered.

Michael had been his finest pupil, his best student, and now he was 
his main enemy. Lucifer pushed again, but was spent. Fatigue and fail-
ure clawed to the surface of his mind, and still he denied it. I am great! 
Greater even than this council. He looked at Michael and added, Curse you and your 
interference! Curse your treachery in the election! You were my brother. You knew my heart, yet 
you betrayed me! Lucifer sighed heavily, and pleaded to himself while aban-
doning the purpose of the cape, I am finished. I am done. I was a fool. I am worth 
nothing to you, Father. Please, just let me go.

“I recognize your worth, my son,” said Father aloud. For the first 
time, addressing Lucifer directly.

Irritated that Father had read his thoughts, Lucifer faced Father de-
fiantly. But before he could reply with a threat or insult, Father added, 
“I did not call you here to insult or belittle you, my son.” His words were 
sweet and soothing, filled with patience and compassion, but neverthe-
less troubling to hear.

Lucifer remembered well the range of Father’s voice. Oh, how he had 
loved to sit at Father’s feet as a young child, learning and growing. With a 
start, Lucifer jerked his head as if to clear his mind of Father’s loving influ-
ence. He quickly suppressed his childhood memories, pushed them away to 
keep them from clouding his mind, and steeled himself with more anger. 
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But he knew the fight was over. The last of Lucifer’s influence had receded 
from the seats to pool around the edge of his cape. It swirled around his 
feet like black serpents coiling at the base of a dead and rotten tree.

The council members, first the ones nearest Father, and then those 
farthest away, began to awaken from the effects of Lucifer’s influence, 
and stir. They looked about at each other and then to Father with shock 
and surprise. Even though it had only lasted a few minutes, those most 
aware of what Lucifer had attempted, expressed their disgust and called 
for immediate justice.

Father held up his hands to quiet the council, and said, while speak-
ing directly to Lucifer, “Despite your efforts, you are not in contempt 
here, my son.” He had been right. Father had known all along. The cape 
was a failure. Lucifer looked down at his feet and remained silent. “I’ve 
called you here to account for your actions against your sister. Now tell 
me, why did you attack her?”

“Who am I to account for my sister?” replied Lucifer, looking up 
confidently, defiantly. Though no longer broadcasting Lucifer’s influ-
ence, the cape was still active, and it emboldened him to lie.

Lucifer considered another push, maybe just one more, and heard 
someone shout, “Subdue your countenance, this instant!”

It was Michael. Lucifer growled in reply and said, “Come down here 
and make me!”

He hoped to infuriate Michael as much as Michael infuriated him. 
In fact, he’d love to goad Michael into joining him on the council cham-
ber floor. The dagger under Lucifer’s cape would flash quickly, and 
Michael would leave the session with a scar, one long remembered.

“Lucifer, please control yourself,” said Father.
Lucifer did as he was bidden, and relaxed his countenance, but only 

so he could speak more calmly to Father. He then said, “I know not what 
you speak of, Father. I did not ask to come here. You . . . summoned me. 
Besides,” he added, while pointing a finger at Michael, “do you honestly 
expect me to remain calm when he attacks me so openly and with such 
disrespect? How can I hope to remain calm under such circumstances 
as this?!”
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Michael pointed at Lucifer and said, “You’ve flaunted your evil skills 
here and tried to influence this court. You’re despicable . . . void of 
all light, and I know what you carry at your hip.” Before Lucifer could 
respond to Michael’s rebuke, Michael said, “In the name of Father, I 
stagger your weapons.”

Immediately, the stones and threads on the cape lost their luster as 
if dipped in acid. The cape grew entirely flat and featureless, like a cold 
shadow. Without more than a passing glance at his cape, for that would 
have satisfied Michael, Lucifer didn’t react to the insult, not even when 
the dagger at his hip turned to dust-like energy and faded away. But then, 
Lucifer lost the last shred of self-composure when he saw Michael grin.

He roared, “You dare attack me?!” Lucifer’s face grew red with anger 
as spittle flew from his lips. A long string of obscenities proceeded the 
scream of, “I’ll tear you limb from limb!”

“Enough!” commanded Father, and with a wave of his hand, Lucifer’s 
cape also turned to dust and disappeared entirely. He then added, 
“Michael was justified in using my name, Lucifer. There is no need for 
your tools of darkness here, in this chamber.”

Lucifer looked down and said, “You could have fooled me.” He then 
began to brush cape residue off his finely appointed jacket, seemingly 
unperturbed, though the act did help to calm him. Long ago, back when 
he lived a life of renown in the Realm, Lucifer was described as looking 
like a cross between a college professor and a male model. He’d liked 
that description, but only because he believed looking good was a tool to 
be used for his advantage. As such, he was accustomed to wearing fine 
clothing, and carefully examined his coat for blemishes out of habit. 
When he’d finished, and after running both hands through his thick 
brown hair, he said, “The cape was only an experiment. Little more 
than a child’s toy, really.”

“An experiment? A toy?” challenged Michael. “You wish to talk 
your way out of this as well?”

“Who are you to question my life . . . my works? You are little more 
than a footnote to my greater contributions to the Realm,” snarled 
Lucifer. He took a step forward while he spoke, eager to engage Michael 
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who was still standing, and leaning forward as if to leap down to the 
floor and confront him directly.

But Michael did not jump down to the floor. He simply nodded, as if in 
great sorrow, and said, “I once looked up to you. You were my mentor and 
friend. How can you live with yourself, after all the harm you’ve caused?”

“Ah, yes,” replied Lucifer, with a more rigid calm, “a back-stabbing 
friend who hid behind Father’s robe during the election. You knew my 
argument against veiling and consequential agency had merit, yet you 
made me look like a power-hungry usurper.”

“I supported the candidate I thought most worthy of Father’s plan for 
progression,” replied Michael.

“That’s easy to say now that Father has openly declared his support.”
Michael shook his head and said, “You’ve lost your way. Instead of 

conceding the election to the victor . . . as the law dictates . . . you turned 
and embraced darkness. You are not the teacher I once knew. I no longer 
understand you or your ways. I would have never done what you did: not 
after the election; not to this council; and never to Eloise. You should 
be ashamed of yourself.”

“Your words mean nothing to me,” said Lucifer, dismissively. “I 
possess an intelligence far greater than anything you can imagine. I 
don’t expect you to keep up with me. You will always be nothing more 
than a student. You know nothing of my reasoning, and you never will. 
You are wrong. If you knew what I knew, you would have made the same 
choices.”

“You may try and justify your lies to me, but here, before Father?” 
asked Michael, incredulously.

Lucifer’s anger returned in full force, and he swore a new string of 
obscenities at Michael before declaring, “You dare speak to me in such 
an accusatory tone . . . as if you’re worthy to judge me? You are noth-
ing to me! Do you think your role for Earth entitles you? I think not!” 
Lucifer puffed out his chest, and with a raised voice yelled, “I’ll crush 
you under my boot heel, you insolent . . .!”

The command, “Peace, be still!” filled the council chamber. It wasn’t 
yelled or spoken in anger, but the words were powerful, complete and 
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undeniable. Not one in the council chamber could deny the authority of 
Father’s words. Immediately, Lucifer’s dark tension fled from the cham-
ber, and he dropped to his knees on the floor, head bowed, in absolute 
submission to Father’s will.

He remained crumpled to the floor for several minutes before he 
had sufficient strength to regain his feet, and when he stood, he looked 
to Father while pointing at Michael, “Please, Father. I cannot face him 
and his insults and hope to remain calm. He is not justified in issuing 
orders.”

“You take orders from no one, it seems, except Mahan,” replied 
Father, though privately, again through mind-speak.

Surprised by Father’s second private communication, Lucifer re-
plied in kind, “I was tricked . . . he fooled me.”

“Indeed, you were fooled. Still, you were free to choose. Your choic-
es cannot go unanswered,” said Father.

Lucifer looked at Father and replied through mind-speak, “Mahan 
is the one who should be standing here before you, not me.”

Father replied mentally, as a respectful segue, “We must continue 
this conversation openly.” Aloud he said, while still addressing Lucifer, 
“Michael was justified in his rebuke of your acts and weapons. I, alone, 
stand accountable for it.”

When Lucifer refused to speak, Father continued. “Do you not know 
why I summoned you here, my son?”

“You should be thanking me for helping you,” replied Lucifer, us-
ing the sweetest, most sarcastic tone he could muster. “I’ve done noth-
ing more than resolve an issue of great importance for you. I solidified 
Yeshua’s role in the plan, and exposed Mahan as a terrorist.”

“Lucifer. Please answer the question. Why did I summon you here?” 
repeated Father.

“Eloise,” he replied, flatly. “But more importantly, you summarily 
rejected the concerns of a third of your people. Now they are my respon-
sibility, and I’m just trying to shield them from you and the Verse. Yes, . . .  
I succumbed to Mahan’s deceit and influence. When he told me of 
Eloise’s calling on Earth, how I could benefit from preventing it, I saw 
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no better way to escape the tyranny of the Realm. Mahan coerced me 
into attacking her. I was set up from the beginning.”

Father seemed to consider Lucifer’s words for a moment, and while he 
thought, Lucifer saw an unbidden image of the crime scene. Sometime 
during the attack on Eloise, all but a small portion of Lucifer’s light had 
bled from him as quickly and freely as Eloise’s essence had been made to 
soak into the ground beneath her. Her wounds were egregious, and the 
loss of his light was compensatory in nature. He had, in effect, almost 
killed himself while trying to kill her.

Even Araphel, Lucifer’s Morning Star, had reacted in kind. He 
watched in his mind’s eye as it grew dark and silent. He knew then that 
he was fortunate to retain any fraction of his light. Without any, he would 
have been made entirely forfeit. His fate had been, and would be for the 
foreseeable future, connected to Eloise in a way he’d never considered. 
The reality of it shocked him to his core. How could it be?

Lucifer looked at Father and realized that he was entirely at his mer-
cy. “What more is there to say?” Lucifer asked, when the vision lifted 
from his mind. He then turned to scan the faces of the council members 
staring down at him. He made eye contact with each of them, daring 
them to consider his position.

Indeed, Lucifer could no more explain his obsession and attack on 
Eloise, than he could his entire life’s work. The vision that Father had 
imprinted upon his mind had also revealed how Mahan had possessed 
Zurell to push the attack to the fourth-degree in hopes of eliminating 
them both.

Lucifer realized that Father knew all of it, that he was not entirely 
responsible for the heinous crime against his sister. But the question 
now was, what did it mean for his defense?

Father opened another private mind-speak channel to Lucifer, and 
said, “I know your dilemma, but you must account for your own choices. 
You went to him willingly, and you cannot deny your part in the attack.”

Aloud, Father said, after having read the hearts and minds of the 
council members, which was the way of the council, “Lucifer, for the 
crime of Intent to Harm Eloise to the third-degree, and for your part 
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in the fourth-degree attack, I pass the following judgment upon you: by 
unanimous vote of this council, you are hereby excommunicated from 
the Order of Light and stripped of your elite status. Your power and au-
thority, associated with your status is no more. You will stand account-
able to the Versal High Court, at their bidding.”

In unison with Father, Jeshjuan and Michael said, “So it is spoken, 
so it is written.”

The entire council repeated the phrase, and Lucifer’s verdict was 
officially and unanimously passed. Lucifer was speechless. Losing his 
elite status was not a surprise, but facing Versal Court was, given the 
circumstances. Father knew the truth, and still Lucifer was made to fear 
losing everything.

But then, he forced himself to be calm. Lucifer had anticipated all 
of it, and he was now confident Father’s goal was not reset, at least not 
immediately. He was up to something, but what? Possessing only a small 
fraction of his light meant he was of no use to anyone in the Realm, or 
the Order of Light. But then Mahan treachery entered his mind and the 
anger returned, “What of Mahan and his part in the crime?! How can 
you ignore him?! Will he not stand accountable as well?!”

“His crimes will not be overlooked,” said Father. “He has already 
been summoned by the Verse to account for his part in the attack.”

“Am I then not free of the threat of reset?” asked Lucifer, still angry 
and tense.

“Is that what you desire, or think you deserve?”
“I don’t understand,” said Lucifer. “You wish for me to surrender 

to it?”
“You were once very wise in the ways of light. You cannot serve two 

masters, Lucifer. It is a simple rule.”
“I do not serve Mahan. He is dead to me,” replied Lucifer.
“And I? Am I dead to you as well?” asked Father.
Lucifer rubbed the back of his neck, numb and in shock from the 

proceedings. “I don’t know who or what I am anymore,” he said, “Please 
don’t ask me to explain what I think you are to me,” and grew quiet and 
withdrawn.
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“Would you like to meet with me in private and discuss your future? 
It’s not wise for you to return to Araphel before we’ve had time to talk.”

“You’ll allow me to return to Araphel . . . without confinement?” 
asked Lucifer, surprised.

“I see no need to confine you before a Versal hearing,” said Father.
Lucifer nodded and said, “Yes. If you will permit it, I request a con-

tinuation with you . . . in private.”
“Very well,” said Father. “It will be done.”
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